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REPORT TO THE AIF POLICY COMMITTEE ON FOLLOW-UP ;

!

TO THE THREE MILE ISLAND ACCIDENT
:

BY THE !

WORKING GROUP ON ACTION PLAN PRIORITIES AND RESOURCES :

;

I. Introduction
1

Publication of the NRC Action Plan (draft NUREG-0660) late
last year raised serious concern within the nuclear industry
that the constructive safety efforts in motion thus far
would be diluted by a large mix of new items of lesser
value. It also brought forward the prospect of extended and -

unnecessary delays in the resumption of the licensing pro- !

cess. These concerns were expressed forcefully in AIF
. Chairman Roger Sherman's January 9, 1980 presentation to the
NRC and in AIF President Carl Walske's January 21, 1980
letter to NRC Chairman Ahearne.

In addition to the magnitude of requirements this new col-
lection offered, great uncertainty was created by 'the lack ,

of definition in many of the specific requirements, the
indefinite schedules for implementation, and the open-
endedness this suggested. It became apparent that t.he
potential effect of these requirements. extended not only to ,

delays in receipt of operating licenses and retrofitting and !

down-time on operating reactors, but to potentially cata-
strophic stretchouts on plants in various stages of con- ;

struction. This problem was discussed at the January 31,
'

1980 meeting of the utility Ad Hoc Nuclear Oversight
Committee, and was specifically addressed at the February 6, i

1980 meeting of the AIF Policy Committee on Follow-up to the
Three Mile Island Accident.

;

The result of this was a Policy Committee decision to
initiate an intense coordinated industry effort aimed at
defining the scope, content, priorities and the individual
and collective impacts of the Action Plan requirements. A
Working Group on Action Plan Priorities and Resources (see
Attachment 1) was thus formed, under the co-chairmanship of

,
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Stephen H. Howall of Consu23rs Powar Company and Ed Zebroski
of NSAC, to define what the Action Plan itcms maan, what our
judgment of priorities is, and to provide.our resource and g'
cost estimates for these items. ~

The course of action the Working Group took and a descrip-'

tion of the methods used follow the Results and Conclusions
| and Recommendation ~s noted bel.ow.

II. Results
:

The product of this report is:

(1) A defined scope description'and a priority assess-
ment (see Appendix A) for each line item from Draft 2 of

-

,

NUREG-0660 that is a licensee action and has not yet
been ordered by the NRC,

,

I (2) A summary sheet of priority groups (Attachment 2);
|

t

| (3)' The aggregate of technical man-hours and costs for |
| these line items for all operating plants and all plants !

l with more than 25% construction complete (see Attachment .

3); ,

(4) hn estimate of the range of costs and the technical
man-hours required for a single unit (Attachment 4). :.

.

'

The cost of all the evaluated items has been included in
these totals both for operating plants and those under

| construction. It is further assumed that changes to
operating plants would be made during normal refueling :

,

outages or extensions thereto rather than requiring the'

e

plant to shut down to incorporate these changes only. j

With no further reduction in the number of proposed Action
Plan items, a grand total of $3.5 billion capital cost plus k

,

| $32 billion delay and outage costs and 13 thousand technical
| man-years would be required industry-wide. On a per. unit !

basis, costs would range from $28 million to $700 million| ,

and approximately 100 technical man-years would be required.
,

!

The above grand totals are in addition to the cost of those
'

items already ordered, and no cost estimates have been pre-
.

pared for these previous items. Furthermore, they do not !

! include the impact on plants with less than 25% construction !

complete or those plants which have applied for construction j

permits. Consideration of these plants provides an addi-
-

tional cost of $1 billion (this includes an arbitrary 25%
reduction in the calculated cost to take into' account the
potential for less costly changes in this category of
plants). ,

r
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III. Conclusions and Recommendations |

It is concluded that:

The large numb'er of requirements proposed by this fe
Action-Plan can be prioritized and reduced by a respon- !

sible selection process. This process can lead to an (
orderly and positive increase in overall safety; ;

,

Failure to reduce this number can have grave impacts ,

e
on plants in operation and under construction. ,

i

To fail to do so would be contrary to safety in that I
resources would be diverted from important tasks, and !

contrary to the national interest in that the cost and
availability of electrical power would be severely and
adversely affected. It would also impose resource re- ,

'

quirements beyond the capability of the industry and NRC.
i

It is recommended that:
'

The suggested scope, priority assignment, and targete
schedules of line items in Appendix A to this report be
given serious consideration by the NRC;

iClear functional objectives and bounding statementse
; be completed on each item that is made a regulatory

requirement,'

:

A realistic "backfitting" policy be developed fore
; both operating plants.and plants under construction that ,

recognizes the type and special circumstances of each i

plant, takes into account measures already underway, and
recognizes that it is not necessary, and can be detri- ,

#.

mental, to perform all actions immediately or to imple- |
ment all these before granting operating licenses. -

It is stressed that the results and conclusions of this :
'

report are the product of this Working Group which, while ,

formed from a broad base of expertise and wide range of
company affiliations, are not intended to represent the .

!commitment or conclusions of individual companies.
t

IV. Working Group Action
.

Using the combin.ed resources of AIF and NSAC, with con-
tractor support under NSAC, a group of qualified industry
representatives was formed and met from February 12 through
15, 1980, in the AIF Bethesda headquarters. Five subgroups .

were formed to review intensively a collection of prospec-
tive Action Plan items (Attachment 5) that had been divided

,
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by the Working Group into five functional catogorios
(Attachment 6J. The first mission of ea'ch subgroup was to
develop a definition of the scope and content of each
requirement, working with designated NRC liaisons to obtain
further clarification.

,

Simultaneously, a.special cost estimating subgroup developed
a consistent framework for costing each item. Members of
this subgroup were dispersed among each of the five func-
tional subgroups and participated in the development of cost
estimates for each specific Action Plan item.

Concurrently, another subgroup, consisting of NSAC and its
consultant, Pickard, Lowe G Garrick, Inc., further developed
a framework for consistently applying a prioritization
methodology. These members were allocated among the
functional subgroups to help develop priorities for the
items analyzed in each subgroup.

;

V. Method
i

A. Scope of Action Items

Original descriptions of the tasks in the Action Plan have i
been expanded and restated, where necessary, to have suffi-
cient definition of the item to provide a basis-for

;

evaluating safety impacts, and for estimating costs and
schedules.

,

Many of the original task descriptions were difficult to
evaluate, since the list included a mixture-of items of

,

varying levels of detail and intent, such as:
]

e Prescriptive: statements where a specific design or ,

procedural fix is implied to attain a presumed but ;

unstated safety benefit. '-

e Functional: statements where a functional objective is ,
'

stated to attain a defined safety benefit.

e Administrative Process: statements where one or more of
a set of administrative steas related to a given topic
are given, but functional o)jectives and expected bene-
fits are not fully specified.

In order to permit systematic evaluations of safety benefits :
.

and other attributes, it has been necessary to interpret
many of the tasks as follows: Explicitly state the implied
functional objectives, estimate a typical concept for imple-
mentation, and then develop cost and schedule estimates.

|

>
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B. Priority Evaluation (See Appendix BT

The method used-for' evaluating each major component factor i

and for assigning the overall priority is called a. multi- |

attribute value-impact assessment. The relevant-component .

factors.or attributes are assessed by teams of qualified I

people with the appropriate skills and experience. . Semi-
quantitative histograms ara used to tabulate the prior >

judgment of each individual and to summarize the best
judgment of the group o.t.each attribute. Weightings are ,

assigned _to the factors or attributes. .The reported assess- j

ment is a nonquantita+.ive. category judgment based on this ;

|process.

The primary attribute of the proposed action is framed in
terms of an incremental reduction in public risk realized by ;

the implementation of that item. The factors considered for :

each item were: (1)-the number and importance of accident !

sequences affected;.(2) the likelihood that the action as |

specified can be implemented and will succeed in gaining ;

significant risk. reduction; (3) assessment of hazards or *

counterproductive effects:that implementation of the action
might introduce;.and'(4)-the time for implementation of the i

item assuming good quality assurance.

The " impact" is assessed in terms of the costs, including ;

'the factors described below in the summary of the cost
methodology. (

,

Each item is evaluated in the context of other related
safety actions taken over the years, including those already ,

implemented or committed since TMI-2. |

A qualitative categorization of the implementation priority
-(I, II or III) is made by weighing the various value and .

impact attributes for each item (Attachment 7). The items :

are then ranked in order of importance within each of the
three priority categories. The ranking within a category
implies that sequences or end dates of implementation of :

lower-ranked items can be stretched out as necessary to i
|optimize the quality of implementation of higher-ranked

Items.

iPlant specific items such as the design, siting, stage of
construction, and age could produce different results for i

each plant. The methods used in this generic evaluation
should be used for such a plant-specific application where ,

the generic costs or benefits assumed are not fully appli-
cable.

|
|

|
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C. Cost and' Schedule Estimates (see Appendix C)
1

The following logic was followed to develop cost' and- i
schedule estimates,for each line item:

.

i

! (1) The scope. descriptions were utilized as a starting point
i

from which more refined and detailed requirements were
developed. Where possible, quantities of materials,

i equipment and installation labor were estimated.
(2) In all cases, the required man-years of engineering '

- effort to implement the line item were assessed. 1,
;

' (3) Standard unit costs were applied to-the estimated ,

quantity of resources (e.g., a man-year of professional j

! engineering work was priced at $100,000). |

(4) Indirect costs such as " Allowance.for Funds Used During j

Construction" and "0wners" costs were applied to the- ;

i

[ previously estimated direct capital costs.
'

|
I(5) Annual operations and maintenance costs were estimatedl

where applicable (e.g., control room personnel and 6

supplies). |

(6) Schedule durations were estimated for the engineering, |

procurement, and installation activities associated with
each line item. .

i

(7) The cost of delayed construction completion and, in the ;

case of operating plants, the cost of forced or extended !

outages (attributable to the implementation of :!

NUREG-0660 requirements) were assessed. |

|

(8) The costs were aggregated on an industry-wide basis and !
a range prepared on a per plant basis. |

The schedules and cost estimates were prepared in coop- !'

| eration with experienced utility and architect-engineer !

( representatives.

D. Relationship of the Action Plan to Overall Activities
Associated with Public Safety

|

The evaluation and priority effort was limited to a?proxi- ,

mately 51 items which were the additional steps to 3e taken '

for o?erating licenses. The evaluation of these items must
be taken in the context of the much broader range-of regu-
latory activities which the NRC hasiunder way for all
lan Most of these items represent added requirements |

p(or ts. shifts in priority or accelerated schedules) which must '

be closely coordinated with the on-going activities.

t
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- In nearly every case there is a group of related activities
aimed at a common objective. .Any one task of such a related ;

group could be evaluated separately and might show signi- i

ficant value (that is, practical and beneficial safety -

impact). However, the same task may have marginal.or no i

value when taken in the context of a group of related tasks ,
'

which are already committed to the same objective. Marginal
or ddplicative items can even be directly counter-productive ;

to safety: j

If they are mandated on a short schedule, diverting or [e
diluting the effort and quality of implementation of
related tasks of higher direct value, or

If they are inadequately defined, the effort.to accom- -
.

e
plish them is open-ended and they further divert and
waste resources by needing to be redone. j

'

Some of the items which are barely mentioned in the Action ,

P1'an have the potential for larger impacts on resources and
on plant opera bility than all of the other items combined. |

This leaves open a major contingency on the evaluation and
priority of many of the items evaluated here. For example, ,

specific concerns are noted on filtered vented containment
and on the treatment of class 9 events. Both of these '

activities have the potential for dominant impacts in that
they could imply change or abandonment of some fundamental <

elements of design bases for containments and de-emphasis or
abandonment of probabilistic analysis as a guide to improved
design and operation. Both of these activities appear to be

-

driven by perceptions of a " narrowly averted (much greater)
catastrophe" at Three Mile Island which are notions that
have become popular but are not supported by analysis. For :

'

such major-impact items it is especially crucial to actual
public safety that an orderly, deliberate, rational, and

'

analytical process be used in treating such issues. Speci- !
!fically, it is important that functional objectives be

developed-and the full range of options to meet the func- r

tional objectives be identified and evaluated with a system'- ,

atic decision process before committing to uncharted options |
of uncertain value. ,

t

I
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ATTACHMENTS TO THE REPORT
-

*
.

1. Working Group Membership List ,

2. Summary Sheet of Priority Groups

3. Cost and Technical Man-Years for Action Plan Line Items

4. Range of Costs and Technical Man-Years Required Per Unit

5. Listing of Action Plan Items Evaluated by Category

6. Grouping of Action' Plan Items by Objective

7. Definition of Priority Groups-

.

.

APPENDICES TO THE REPORT
.

A. Scope Statements and Priority Evaluation Summaries

B. Description of Methdology for Priority Evaluation

C. Description of Cost and Schedule Estimation Methodology

.

.

1
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if3RKING GROUP ON ACTION PLAN PRIORITIES AND RESOURCES
MEMBERSHIP LIST

CO-CHAIRMEN: Stephen Howell Edwin Zebroski (A)
Senior Vice President Director
Consumers Power Company Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
212 N. Michigan Avenue Electric Power Research Institut

Michi 49201 3412 Hillview AvenueJackson
(517) 758-0453'gan Palo Alto, California 94304

(415) 855-2042
SECRETARY: Robert S:alay

Assistant'to the President
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
7101 Wisco'nsin Avsnue
Washington, D.C. 20014
(301) 654-9260

MEMBERS : () indicates group assignment (see Attachment 3)
Shahid Ahmed (C) Robert J. Breen (Methodology)
Consultant Deputy Director
Pickard, Lowe, 6 Garrick, Inc. Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
2070 Business Center Drive, Suite 125 3412 Hillview Avenue
Irvine, California 92715 P.O. Box 10412 -

(714) 752-2586 Palo Alto, California 94303
(415) 855-2094

Harold R. Banks (B)
General ilanager -- Harris Plant Tony Buhl (C)
Nuclear Operation Department Vice President - Operations Group
Carolina Power 6 Light Company Technology for Energy Corporation
P.O. Box 1551 10770 Dutchtown Road
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 Knoxville, Tennessee 37922
(919) 836-7480 (615) 966-5856

Art Bivens (C, B60*) John Co'ok (B)
Manager, Reactor Construction Supervisor - Technical

and -Operation Clinton Power Station
Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. Illinois Power Company
7101 Wisconsin Avenue P.O. Box 915
Washington, D.C. 20014 Clinton, Illinois 61727
(301) 654-9260 (217) 937-1111 ext. 2673
Dennis Bley (B60, Methodology) Roger L. Corcoran (A)
Consultant Operations Superintendent
Pickard, Lowe 6 Garrick, Inc. Washington Public Power Supply Syste:
2070 Business Center Drive, Suite 125 3000 George Washington Way
Irvine, California 92715 Richland, Washington 99352
(714) 752-2586 (509) 377-2501 ext. 2342

Donald E. Brant (F * *) William R. Corcoran (B, B60)
Supervisor - Estimating Section Director, Systems Engineering
Sargent 6 Lundy Combustion Engineering, Inc.
55 East Monroe Street 1000 Prospect Hill Road
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Windsor, Connecticut 06095
(312) 269-3712 (203) 688-1911 ext. 5597

!

* A subgroup on Bulletins 6 Orders for Item II.K.3.
** ost estimating subgroup.
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Nnison S. Embray (A) Rick Hill (D)
Managor, Marketing 4 Business Planning Licensing Engineer
Babcock 6 Wilcox General Electric Company
P.O. Box 1260 175 Curtner Avenue
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 San Jose, California 95125
(804) 384-5111 (408) 925-5722

John Franz (B) Gene Hughes (B)
Assistant Superintendent Manager, Power Engineering Services
Limerick Generating Station Division
Sanatoga Branch Science Applications, Inc.
P.O. Box A 5 Palo Alto Squar.e, Suite 200
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 Palo Alto, California 94304
(215) 327-1200 ext. 508 (415)'493-4326
Ralph R. Fullwood (C) Chris Judd (F)
Deputy Reliability Group Manager Chief Nuclear Engineer
Science Applications, Inc. Bechtel Power Corporation
5 Palo' Alto Square 15740 Shady' Grove Road
Palo Alto, California 94303 Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
(415) 493-3163 (301) 258-3077

Robert L. Gilbert (F) Fred L. Leverenz, Jr. (A)
Project Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment Methodology Research
Supervisor Science Applications, Inc.

Bechtel Power Corporation 5 Palo Alto Square, Suite 200
Gaithersburg,. Maryland Ralo Alto, California 94304
(301) 948-2700, ext. 2443 (415) 493-4326
Walter M. Guinn (B)- Saul Levine (A)
Supervisor, Plant Design Review Grp. Consultant
Tennessee Valley Authority 9910 Fernwood Road
500A Chestnut Street, Tower II Bethesda., Maryland 20034
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 (301) 365-7666
(615) 755-3185

.

Don Lewis (E)
David A. Hansen, Jr. (C) Bechtel Power Corporation
Principal Engineer Box 1000 ,

Yankee Atomic Electric Company Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
25 Research Drive (313) 994-7738
Westborough, Massachusetts 01581
(617) 366-9011 James L. Little (C)

,

Senior Engineer
Tom Heitman (F) Nestinghouse Electric Corporation
Licensing Engineer P.O. Box 355
Duke Power Company Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230
-Steam Production - Licensing (412) 373-5180
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242
(704) 373-7139 William L. Luce (C)

Licensing Engineer
Pat Higgins (D) Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Reactor Regulations Manager P.O. Box 355 ,

| Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 ;7101 Nisconsin Avenue (412) 373-5559
Washington, D.C. 20014
(301) 654-9260
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James F MallaY (D) Westinghouse WRD on loan to
Program Manager

.
Nuclear Safety Analysis Center

Nuclear Safety Analysis Center 3412 Hillview Avenue, P.O. Box 10412
'
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(415) 855-2023 ,

Robert L. Olson (D) T.J. Sullivan (E)
Technical Specialist Executive Engineer
Reliability Analysis Section Projects, Engineering 5 Construction.
Sargent S Lundy Consumers Power Company
55 East Monroe Street 1945 West Parnall Road
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Jackson, Michigan 49201

(312) 269-6685 (517) 788-2972

L.B. Pyrih (' D)
George P. Wagner (E)

Supervising Engineer, NSSS Branch Assistant Manager of Station
Philadelphia Electric Company Nuclear Engineering

Commonwealth Edison Company2301 Market Street . Box 767-
, ,Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 Chicago, Illinois 60690

(215) 841-4522 (312) 294-8306
C.L. Reid (D) Edward A. Warman (E)
Assistant Chief, Nuclear Assistant Chief Power Engineer
Bechtel Power Corporation Stone S Webster Engineering Corp.
15740 Shady Grove Road 245 Summer Street

,

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760 Boston, Massachusetts 02107
(301) 258-3077 (617) 973-5276

Len Skoblar (E) Harry Waxberg (E)
Manager, Envirosphere Projects Senior Consulting Mechanical Enginee
Envirosphere/Ebasco Ebasco Services Incorporated
2 Rector Street Two World Trade Center
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(212) 785-4413 (212) 839-1437

Gerald B. Slade (C) J.J. Wilder (C,F),

Operations 6 Maintenance Superintendent Nuclear Engineer
fonsumers Power Company Tennessee Valley Authority
3500 E. Miller Road, P.O. Box 1593 400 Commerce Avenue, W9D179
Midland, Michigan 48640 Knoxville, Tennessee 37902
(517) 788-1650 or (517) 631-8360 (615) 632-3143

Steve Stark (B60) C. Dan Wilkinson (E)
Manager, BWR Evaluation Programs Program Manager
General Electric Company Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
175 Curtner Avenue Electric Power Research Institute
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Licensing 6. Safety Projects Manager L.P. Williams-(C, B60)
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AITACIM Wr .s

OEI AND TIDNICAL MAN-YrAltS
IUR ACfl0N 31AN LINE ITINS

Total N clear Industry

(All Costs in $ Hillions)
SttWlY OF All CATIIXMtIES 6

huusal Operating liigineering ILui-Years Cv.t of Ric.hile
T. Fliinten.uice bytyd Direct ARilC f, Total Outage lielays for Plants

( Cost flan Years / Year 1980 '1981 1982 1932 Total Capital Costs Omer's Costs Capital Costs Costs Uikler Conist r./KI(M.3 yory
A 24.8 248 5 87 89 98 279 40.3 6.1 46.4 - 210

'

B 31.2 865 322 221 54 376 973 146.8 9.2 156.0 115.2 4,748

C 12.3 247 2,461 4,013 1,479 1,769 9.722 2,164.4 378.1 2,542.5 534.0 5,5 4
e ,

131 1,052 188.3 20.2 208.5 21.0 1,2(AD 25.9 70 772 149 -

li 12.9 194 464 429 193 195 1,281 491.3 111.6 602.9 - 31,580

Total 107.1 1,624 4,024 4,899 1,815 2,569 13,307 T,Iilf.~1-~ 12U 3 556.3 670.2 t.See Note)

tbte: Scledule delay costs shown represent tie usost -

critical single action item froni cach Category.

.
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A1TACIFENT 3
IPriority Gioty

00ST AND TIDNICAL EN-YliARS
Categogy A IT)R ACfl0N l'IAN LINE ITINS

Total Niclear Industry
(All Costs in 4 Hillions)

Asunial Operating Digineering Hui-Years Cost of Scliolule-
r,>bintenance Mong Direct A1111C f. Total notage ik' lays for Plants

item Cost Rui icars/ Year 1980 1981 1982 1982 Total Capital Costs owner's Costs Capital Costs Costs lhter Constr./N101.
*

II.C.ll 6.2 62 - 52 52 82 186 18.6 4.2 22.8 - -

1.1:. 6 - 3.1 62 - 26 5 31 15.5 1. 6' 17.1 - -

,

1 . 11 . 1 . 2 15.5 124 5 35 11 11 62 6.2 0.3 6.5 - 210

Total 24.A 248 5 87 89 98 279 40.3 6.1 46.4 -

.

4

O

k. .

- , . , . . , . . .
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Priority Group i ATTAut4NT 3

Categosy B COST NE) 11DHICA1. MAN-YTARS
lut ACIl0N PIAN Liffi ITINS

Total 76xlear Isulustry ,

(All Costs in $ Millions) '

,

Asuusal Operating Disincering Han-Years Cost of Schedule
f. Staintenance _Beyoral Direct Alut f. Total Outage Iblays for Plants

Itcs Lost Rui Years /Yes_ 1980 1981 1982 1982 Total Capital Costs Owner's Costs Capital Costs Costs lhmter Constr./NIOL

I.A.3.1 9.4 161 104 - - -

104 5.2 0.4 5.6 - -

1.C.7 - -
12

- - -

12 1.2 0.1 1.3
- - '

I.A.2.l(a) 3.1 62 31
* * *

31 3.1 0.2 3.3
--

1.A.2.1(d-1) - - - - - - - - - * - - -

I.A.2.1(e) 1.6 31
- * * * - - - - - -

* ~

I.A.2.l(f) 0. 7 - - - - - - - - - -

:..
I. A.2. t(s) 1.6 3i - - - - - - - - - -

Total 16.4 30 147 - - - 147 9.5 0.7 10.2
.

*

O

e

O
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ATTACIMENT 3
l'riority Group I

00Sr Ata) TILINICAI. MAN-YlARS
Category D FOR ACTION 11AN LINii ITDIS

Total Mcicar Imlustry

(All Costs in $ Hillions)

Anmaal Operating Engineering Flui-Years Cost of SchcJule

item Cost Stui Years / Year 1980 1981 1982 -ticyomi
Direct AITNC f. Total Ontare ik lays for I'lantsG kbintena. ice

1982 Total Capital Costs &ner's Costs Capital Costs Costs thaler Constr./Niet.

II.R.4 12.3 02 149 - - 36 185 18.5 2.0 20.5 - -

304 30.4 1.8 32.2 - -

II.K.1 - - 304 - - - *

- - 76 - - - 76 7.6 0.6 8.2 - -*

II.E.I.1 ,

ll.E.4.4 - - 32 - - 8 40 a.6 2.R 11.4 ._ 21.0_ _ 1,2N1

605 65.1 7.2 72. 3 21.0
Total 12.3 0.2 561 - - 44

.

.

.

9

. . - , ,, , . . , - 7 . . - . . . . - . -m . - -,, .,,
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I'riority Gioup II

00ST Mal TiflNICAI. MVf-Yl' ltSA
Category 15 IM ACTION PIAN LINE ITINS '

Total Maclear Irxlustry .

(All Costs in $ Millions)

kunsal Operating Digineering Hui-Years - Cmt of SlictIntef. Maintenance ~ romi Direct Alut G Total Ontage fielays for PI:uitslic
item Cost Rui Years / Year 1980 1981' 1982 198 T Total Capital Costs Gencr's Costs Capital Costs Costs ilskler Constr./NIOt.
l.G - - 12 8 14 72 106 5.3 0.3 5.6 - 1,187

Ill.D.3.1 - - 6 12 28 144 190 24.8 7.3 27.1 -

Ill.A.3.3 1.2 31 - 168 12 72 252 68.5 2.8 71.3 - 4,7183

3.A.4.1 - - 18 28 - - 46 4.6 0.1 4.7 - -

1.A.4.2 - - - - - - - - - - - -

\-
I.A.2.2 3.1 62 - - - - - 0.1 - 0.1 - -

I I .J . 3.1 - - 1 5 - 6. 0.6 - 0.6 - -

II.A.2.l(b) 7.6 31 - - - - - - - - - -

1.A.2.l(c) (L 7 16 - - - - - - - - - -

Total 6.6 140 37 221 54 288 600 103.9 5.5 109.4 - '

.
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KITACIF8NT 3
l's ion ity Group I2

ULT AND 11EINICAL MAN-YTAlts
Categely __C IUR ACTION l'IAN LINE 111NS

Total Macicar Industry
(All Costs in $ Millions)

hunal Operating thgineering uni-Years Cost of N-Ichile
T. Raintenance Idyoint Direct AlHC 4 Total notage Teliys for I'lants

it em Gst dui Yeais/ Year 1930 1981 1982 3 5 { " Total g *tal Costs . Owner's Costs Capital Costs Costs Galer Constr./.Yitt.

t .18. 3 6.1 123 323 1,435 743 720 1,771 602.7 124.1 , ,726.8 - 5.544

1.A.I.3 - - 124 124 - 60 308 64.6 9.7 7'4.3 - -

I.D.I - - 198 297 99 144 738 179.6 29.8 209.4 . I,131

1.D.2 3.1 62 229 297 149 144 819 442.8 72.9 * 515.7 - 2.457

III.D.3.4 - - 153 128 26 - 307 54. 3 9.3 63.6 - -

m .0 $34 2,457II.F.3 3.1 62 8 % 1,667 448 .48 3,659 803.7 132.3

li.K.3(6) - - 17 - - - 17 1.7
~ 1.7 -

~

lotal 12.3 247 2,440 3,998 1,465 @F i),619 2,149.4 378.1 2,527.5 7T-

.

o

.
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IIl'riority Grongi ATIACIMNr 3
I'Categosy gr m IluMICEkm-ylMS

IUll ACflON l'IAN LINE IllNS

Total Mclear Irulustry
(All Costs in $ Millions)

Asuinal Operating thgineering >Lui-Years Cmt of &lmhsle__ f, blaintenance
iteyoimi~ Total Capital Costs Owner's Costs Capital Costs Costs thaler Constr./NIOI.

Direct AllR C f. Total Ontage iblays for I'lant< .Itm Cost Ibn Years / Year 1980 1981 1982 l si2

1 1 . 11 . 2 . 3
* * 13 - - 3 16 1.6 0.1 1.7 - -

,

II.B.7 10.5 8 79 - - 19 98 14.4 1.2 15.6- - -

II.B.9
* * 99 1 - 24 123 52.0 5.5 57.5 - -

Total 10.5 a 191 - - 46 237 68.0 6.8 74.8 - ,

.

O

e

r
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IIl'riority Grote

CDSr AND llL1NICAI. PMN-YFARS
Category E FOR ACTION l'IAN LINii ITI}iS

Total Mac1 car hulustry
(All Costs in $ Hillidns)

.

Asuinal t)x' rating Engineering Rui-Years
Cost of SActhnic6 Raintesiance leyoiul Direct AITilC 6 Total Otitage IA lars for I'lasitsI tein Cost Rui Years / Year 1980 1981 1982 19 W Total Capital Costs Owner's Costs . Capitan Costs Costs thaler Cnristr./N101. .

Ill.A.I.3 0.1 - 12 - - - 12 1.2 0.2 1.4 - -

111.D.3.3 1.2 25 25 49 49 - 123 37.0 S.S 42.5 - 1,336

III.D.I.2 - - 40 41 - - 81 14.2 1.7 15.9 - 504

Ill.D.I.6 1.4 14 35 f2 53 - 140 31.5 3.3 34.8 - -

Total 2.7 39 112 142 102 - 356 83.9 10.7 94.6 -

.

.
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ATTAGMNr 3
l'riority Gioic Ill

CDST #4) 1TONICAL MVI-YlMS
Categosy il 101 ACTION l'IAN LINE ITiNS

Total Ma lcar hulustry
(All Costs n $ Hillions)i

Asnusal Operating Digineering SI:ui-Years Crsst of .Sinhile
1, niinten: nice ticyosul Direct AllRC f. Total Otit ar.e in lays for l'Aants

M IEst flui Years /icar 1980 1981 1982 ~199 T Total Capital Costs Obmer's Om Capital Costs Costs thaler Constr./ Nit 4.

- - , , . . - - , , - 68.4 -

I.H.1.5 -

I . 11 . 1 . 1 5.0 - - - - - - - - - - -

I.A.3.1 . . - - - - - - - - - -

.

'

I.A.2.5 3.1 52 - - - - - - - - 46.8
-

- - - 18 1.8 0.1 ' t .9
- -

*

1.C.R - - la

I.A.3.2
, , . . . . . 0.6 - 0.6 - -

-

l.A.2.1 (d-2) 0.1 372 120 - - 88 208 31.0 2.9 33.9
- -

,

lot'al 8.2 424 lf - - 88 13~ 33.4 3.0 36.4 13.2

s.
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AITACIMAf 3 '

l'riority Group III-

ODST AM) TIDNICAI. HMi-YIAltS
Category D FOR ALTION l'IAN LINE 11 BIS

Total Eclear Irulustry

(All Costs in $ Millions)

4

huital Operating Digineering En-Years Ont of Sleolisle
yoimi Direct AIIRC f. Toial Oitage iblays f or I'l; misT. Wintenance lic

licas Cost PLin Years / Year 1980 1981 1982 193 T Total Capital Costs Omer's Costs Capital Costs Costs _ thier Getr./N101

1 1 . 11. 4 . 3 3.1 62 - 149 - 36 185 49.2 S.7 54.9 - -

- - 20 - - 5 25 6.1 0.5 6.6 - -II.D.4

e

. Total ~3.1- -- 62 20- IF T 41 7IF W 6.2 61.5 T

i
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l'riority Grote ill

CDST NO TIIINICAl. HAN-YFARS
Categogy E g:q ggg gig ggg g

Total & clear hdustry
(All Costs in $ Millions)

.

Annusal Operating thgineering flui-Years Cost of &lminic*

r,Fliintenanco _beyom! Direct A11NC 6 Total Outage lietays for I'lants

13 Cost PLui Yeais/ Year 1980 1981 1982 191|T Total Capital Costs (kner's Costs Capital Costs Costs Umler Constr./NIDt.
-

111.1).3.2 1.4 - 62 - - - 62 6.1 0 .5 6. 6 -

111.11.2.5 -
- 31 - - - 31 1.6 0.1 1. 7 -

-

111.11.2.1 4.4 82 - - - 164 164 208.8 76.2 285.0 - 31.580

Ill.D.3.5 1.5 31 - - 31 31 62 7.8 0.6 g,4 .
-

-

111.18.2.3 0.4 7, 14 l'24 - - 138 15.8 1.5 17.3 -

til.D.I.5 0.6 4 80 60 20 - 160 100.0 16.5 116. 5 -
-

lit.D.2.4 1.9 31 124 62 - - 186 47.1 2.4 49.5 - 504

1,386
Ill.D.I.3 - - 41 41 40 - 122 _ 20.2 3.1 23.3 ,

508.3
lotal 10.2 155 352 287 91 195 925 407.4 100.9 .

4

9

.
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Attachment 4

Range of Costs and
Technical Man-Years Per Unit

($ Millions) P riori ty Group

1. Coeratino Units ! II III

A. Minimum Average Cost Per Unit 1.1 22.8 5.1

B., Maximum Average Cost Per Unit 1.4 30.4 6.7

II. Under-Censtruction Units

A. Minimum Average Cost Per Unit 1.1 22.8 5.1

B. Maximum Average Cost Per Unit 232.1 526.8 1.055.1

III. Encireerino Man-Years Per ifnit 8.0 88.0 12.0

Notes:

A. It is irrportant to recognize that the per-unit figures are indeed
averaces and carry with them all of the potential interpretational
hazarcs inherent with averaged data. Obviously, the cost for any
specific unit may be substantially more or less than the averages stated.

B. The costs displayed in the above table were developed in the follow-
ing manner: *

(1) Minimum Averaoe Cost Per Unit was determined by dividing the
Total Inoustry Capital Cost for each priority group by the
number of operating and under-construction units considered.
For example:

(a) Total industry capital cost for Priority Group !! is
$2.806.3 Million (see Attachment 3);

(b) Total number of units (operating and under-construction)
considered was 123 (see Exhibit A to Appendix C);

(c)' Therefore, the minimum average capital cost per operating
or under-construction unit is:

$2.806.3 Million + 123 = $22.8 Million.

(2) Maximum Average Cost Per Operatina Unit was calculated by
acoing tne Minimum Average Cost Per Unit to the average
outage cost per unit, which was determined as follows:

~

(a) Total industry outage cost for Priority Group II is
$534.0 Million (see Attachment 3);

(b) Total number of operating units considered was 70
(see Exhibit A to Appendix C);

(c) Therefore, the average outage cost per opera' ting unit is
$534.0 Million + 70 = $7.6 Million. .

(3) Maximum Averaoe Cost Per Under-Construction Unit was calculated
by aooing the Minimum Average Cost Per Unit to the maximum
schedule delay cost per unit, which was determined as follows:

For Priority Group II, the Action Item was identified which
.

had the most critfcal construction schedule impact, which was
| 1.D.3. The Total Industry cost for the schedule delay associ-

oted with this Action Item was .$5.5 Billion (see Attachment 3).,

| ')f the group of units included in the 55.4 Billion figure, the
:ost to the sinole most adversely affected unit was $504 Million.
5504 Milt 1on is, therefore, the maximum schedule delay-cost- per
uait.

|

,- , - .,. - . ,
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Attadment 5

.

LISTING OF NUREG-0660, DRAFT 2
ITEMS EVALUATED BY CATEGORY

\

CATEGORY A

Number Title

I.C.5 Licensee Dissemination of Operating Experience

!

I.E.4 Coordination of Operational Evaluation Program
.

j I.E.6... Reporting Requirements

I.B.1.2 Safety Engineering Group-

.

II.E.2.1 Determine and Decrease Freqdency of ECCS Challenges

II.C.1.1 Mini-IREP

II.C.1.3 Reliability Assurance

CATEGORY B
'

i

Number Title -

I.A.3.1 Revised Scope and Criteria for Licensing Examinations

I.A.2.1 Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Supervisor
Training and Qualification

,

I.A.2.5 Plant Drills

I.A.4.1 Initial Simulator Improvement

'

I.A.4.2 Long-Term Training Simulator Upgrade

, I.A.2.2 Training and Qualification of Other Operations |
Personnel '

I.B.1.1 Organization and Management Criteria

I.B.1.5 Loss of Safety Function :

II.J.3.1 Organization and Staffing

III.A.3.3 Communication
:

III.D.3.1 Radiation Protection Plans
'

i

| I.A.3.2 Personnel Selection Process
!

!

-1-
_

r
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' CATEGORY B (Continued)

Number Title
.

I.C.7 NSSS Vendor Review of Procedures

I.C.8 Pilot Monitoring of Selected Emergency Procedures
for Near-term Operating License Applicants

I.G Training During Low Power Testing

CATEGORY C

Numb er- Title

I.A.1.3 Shift Manning

I.C.9 Long-term Program for Analysis of Transients and
Accidents for Procedure. Development and Upgrading,
Including IE Inspection of Procedures and Lead
Plant Onsite Audit

III.D.3.4 Control Room Habitability

I.D.1 Control Room Design Reviews

I.D.2 Plant Safety Parameter Display Console

II.F.3 Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions
(Regulatory Guide 1.97)

I.D.3 Safety System Status Monitoring

II.K.3 Generic Review Matters - Small Break LOCAs and
Loss of Feedwater Accidents

CATEGORY D

Number Title

II.B.4 Degraded Core ' Training

II.E.2.3 Treatment of Uncertainties in ECCS Performance
Predictions for Small Break LOCAs

II.B.7 Containment Inerting

II.E.4.3 Gross Containment Integrity Check

|
:
!

'

i
.

.
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CATEGORY D (Continued)

Number Title

II.B.9 Conceptual Designs for the Mitigation of Severe
Core Accidents

II.D.4 Automatic Closure of'the PORV Block Valve

II.E.4.4 Containment Purge

II.E.1.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability
~'

II.K.1 IE Bulletins on Measures to Mitiga'te Small Break
LOCAs and Loss of Feedwater Accidents

CATEGORY E

Number Title

III.D.1.3 Secondary Systems

III.D.1.5 Auxiliary and Radwaste Building Ventilation

III.A.l.3 Maintain Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent
(Potassium Iodide)

III.D.2.3 Liquid Pathway Radiological Control

III.D.3.3 In-Plant Radiation Monitoring (Partial)

III.D.3.5 Radiation Worker Exposure Data Base

III.D.2.4 Offsite Dose Measurements

III.D.2.5 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

III.D.3.2 Health Physics Improvements

III.D.1.2 Improved Vent Gas Systems

III.D.2.1 Radiological Monitoring of Effluents

III.D.l.6 Radiciodine Adsorber Criteria

.

9
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Attachment 6 ;

i

i

GROUPING OF RELATED ITEMS BY OBJECTIVE
i

I

CATEGORY A = MAKING THE CUMULATIVE LEARNING PROCESS WORK. ,

i,

CATEGORY B = ORGANIZATION / TRAINING THAT SET THE PROPER ENVIRONMENT |

OR ' CLEARLY HELP THE OPERATOR TO AVOID MISINTERPRETING |

AN ABNORMAL EVENT OR MAKING AN OPERATIONAL ERROR.

CATEGORY C = DIRECTLY ASSISTING THE PLANT OPERATOR TO AVOID ;
,

MISINTERPRETING AN ABNORMAL EVENT OR MAKING AN

OPERATIONAL ERROR.

CATEGORY D = DIRECTLY PREVENTING, OR COPING WITH DEGRADED CORE .

COOLING.

ICATEGORY E = PREVENTION, EVALUATION, OR MITIGATION OF RADIOLOGICAL

RELEASES.
I.

!

$

i

,
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Attachment 7

Definition of Priority Groups

.'

Group I

It' ems that are desirable to do on a priority basis with

realistic schedules. NRC scope and schedule have been refined

and modified in some cases.

Group II

Items that may be desirable to do but should be planned

and scheduled to stay within resource capabilities and not
O

detract from the accomplishment of Priority Group I items or
,

completion of the plant. Some items may need additional. limit-

ing definition.
4

lGroup III

Items that should be removed from the A: tion Plan a they
,

are presently defined because (a) the item is ciently defined

and a safety evaluation shows that there is insufficient benefit
,

to pursue; (b) the item is inadequately defined to make a bene-

fit judgment and therefore additional study'is required before

an assessment can be made; or (c) the item appears to have.some

benefit, but more information and definition is needed to deter-

mine the appropriate action.
~

i

(

|

|
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REPORT TO THE AIF POLICY COFDlITTEE ON FOLLOW-UP
.

TO THE THREE MILE ISLAND ACCIDENT
-

BY THE

WORKING GROUP ON ACTION PLAN PRIORITIES AND RESOURCES
,

APPENDICES

r

i

A. Scope Statements and Priority Evaluation Summaries

B. Description of Methodology for Priority Evaluation

C. Description of Cost and Schedule Estimation Methodology

.

i

i

i
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Appendix A

Scope Statements and Priority

Evaluation Summaries .
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CATEGORY A

SCOPE STATEMENTS AND PRIORITY EVALUATIONS

(IN ORDER OF PRIORITY)

'

:

Number Title

Ik.C.1.1 Mini-IREP and Reliability Assurance
'

and
II. C. I . 3

I.B.I.2 Safe +.y Engineering Group and Licensee
and Dissemination of Operating Experience

I . C . 5,

I.E.6 Reporting Requirements

II.E.2.1 Determine and Decrease Frequency.of ECCS
Challenges

I.E.4 Coordination of Operational Evaluation Program

;

W

r

|

i

l

i
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II.C.1.1 Mini-IREP !

and I

II.C.1.3 Reliability Assurance !

!
SCOPE STATEMENT |

i

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion ,

i

The NRC presented two separate and distinct items j
involving reliablity, Items II.C.1.1 and II.C.1.3, ,

Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) and !

Reliability Engineering,/ PAS indicated the two itemsrespectively. . Discussions with !

Frank Rowsome of NRC/RES !

vere closely linked. The evaluation team has assumed
that items II.C.1.1 and II.C.1.3 will be combined to
form an overall program providing assurance of plant
reliability.

;

NRC and their consultants will perform Interim
Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) studies; licensees {
will be required to furnish information. The first six
plants (after Crystal River-3) will be completed in !
1980, and the remaining operating plants during the next :
three years. IREP studies will not be required of NTOL

'

applicants prior to receiving an operating license, but
these plants will be covered eventually by the IREP <

program. |
!'

Licensees will be required to implement a Reliability )
Assurance Program based on NRC developed criteria (to be
. issued in late 1981). It is assumed that initial
licensee action will be use of insights gained from IREP '

studies and multidisciplinary engineering review j
(performed by a group such as the Safety Engineering !
Group). (See item II.B.1.2.) |

PRIORITY EVALUATION i

1

Overall risk improvement resulting from these Action Plan !
items was judged to be high. Accomplishment of an IREP for |
each reactor could certainly impact dominant core melt and '

core damage sequences, as well as many less likely sequences. !
Reliability engineering, relying upon good engineering i
judgment in evaluating plant design, procedures, and i

; operations, could also impact dominant core melt and core )'

damage sequences as well as less likely sequences. Hazard
i introduction was felt to be minimal or low. However,

depending upon how the Reliability Assurance Program is
established and implemented, manpower resources could possibly
be diluted from other significant items.

1
1
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|
'

Application or implementation of the IREP would have a high
likelihood of success. This is basically due to the
methodical approach used in this type of study. It will ,

'probably take at least three (and more likely four) years to
complete an IREP for all reactors. Applications of generic |

results will begin at the completion of the Crystal River-3 ,

study, but will not have a major impact until the next six !

plants are completed, which is likely to be in late 1980. |:

!An important factor requiring consideration is the integration
or combining of functions under the Reliability Assurance

: Program with the Safety Engineering Group (Item II.B.1.2) on a
long term basis. This would minimize the incremental manpoweri -

required to implement both programs and is therefore highly- |
'

recommended.

A cost of $100K/ year during 1980 through 1984, and $30K/ year !

for several more years would be required. This effort would i
'

be required to apply IREP generic results to each plant and !
'

support the IREP study by providing necessary data on each
plant. No estimate of resulting changes at each plant is .

included. ;

i

i This program is judged to be Priority I based on the high risk :

improvement with a relatively low cost. -

i
.

e
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I.B.1.2 Safety Engineering Group
and

j I.C.5 Licensee Dissemination of Operating Experience ;

SCOPE STATEMENT |
| L

; Items I.B.1.2 and I.C.5 were judged to be closely related and i

therefore were combined for purposes of this evaluation.

Condensation of NRC Description !

NRR will develop criteria for a full time, clearly [
identifiable on-site safety engineering group. NRR will
consider the interaction of this group with other
committees and groups to assure its effectiveness and to ;

avoid duplication. Each licensee will review its
administrative procedures to assure that operating

,

experience from within and outside its organization is
continually provided to operators and other operations |
personnel and is incorporated into training programs. ;

Clarification Based on NRC D,iscussion !

The above scope statement indicates that this group |
should be located "onsite", but our judgment, confirmed

* ,

by discussion with NRC personnel, indicates a full time
"onsite" requirement is unnecessary; on the other hand,
the group should be fully aware of site activities and
their relationship to activities of other licensees. '

The feedback from the onsite activities of other -

licensees can be obtained by having direct input from fthe entity responsible for distributing operating :
experience.

|

The general function of this group is to review, |
evaluate, and disseminate operating experience reports, |
both external and internal (sources such as NSAC and '

INPO could be utilized for information). Since the i

actual objectives of the group are not clear, it is i

strongly felt that the NRC should define the more !
specific functions. Once this is done, industry can !

assist in developing specific requirements and :
*

procedures - such as through INPO. Following this, the j

various licensees would develop and identify the group ;

as best fits the individual utility structure so as to !,

accomplish the function in the most efficient manner. ;

Efficiency will minimize cost and maximize the *

effectiveness in affecting plant safety in a positive ,

manner. :

,

PRIORITY EVALUATION |
,

| i

Because this group will be reviewing all significant
occurrences at all nuclear plants, it is judged that they

I :
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could impact all accident sequences. The likelihood of
success was derived by a histogram as shown below. It was
assumed that the NSAC LER program was in place.
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Likelihood of Success
!
'

Important factors in this assessment are group size, ;

thoroughness of analysis work dsone by the group, education
and experience of the group, and attitude of operating staff
to the working group. No ha:ards were identified that could .

|result from this action; an overall risk improvement was '

judged to be medium.

The following histogram represents an evaluation of the time (
required to imp 1,ement the program and achieve maximum
effectiveness.

!
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Months to Impicment

An additional expenditure of $100K/ year (two additional ,

engineers full-time) would be needed to support this group.
!This item is judged to be Priority I based on the medium
!degree of risk reduction at moderate cost.
i

'

i
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I.E.6 Reporting Requirements
1

| SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Description
(,

Improved reporting requirements are necessary to assure
that the information for the assessment of facility
7erformance and operational safety is uniformly provided|

ay all licensees in the most efficient manner. A rule !

i is being prepared for Commission action to cover the |
immediate reporting of significant events. Licensees
will p opose technical specifications that incorporate

| revise ' reporting requirements.
|

Alternative Scope Statement f
- |

The present LER system has resulted in various
'

;

interpretations by licensees as to what is to be |
reported or when a report is required. In addition, the
negative connotation given to LERs may be a detriment to i

the reports themselves. !

i

!It was judged that the wording of this item could be
improved to reflect the concerns and a meaningful result i

could be achieved in event reporting. Such improved
requirements would. convert LERs to more meaningful

,

" Operational Experience Reports," and this item was !

evaluated on this basis. |
!

PRIORITY EVALUATION j

In evaluating this item it has been assumed that the improved |

rec uirements will be structured to do away with the negative !
anc punitive connotation for reporting of operating '

experience. Instead, the improved requirements are assumed to ,

'

incorporate a reporting philosophy similar to that embraced by
NASA in their highly successful efforts to learn from

i experience. Reporting of experience must never be the basis ,

for punitive action--only failing to report or willful |

violation of approved practice saouTd be the basis tor
punitive action.

It is also assumed that the improved event reporting system !
will not require reporting of minor failures or malfunctions |
as " Operating Experience Reports" but will relegate them to a
data collection system. NPRDS as currently configured is not
a suitable data system for this purpose since it does not
contain demand data (to allow computation of failure rate),

| and it covers only a portion of the systems and components of
| interest. If these two shortcomings are remedied, the

reconfigured system could serve to collect this data.
Implementing a reconfigured reliability data system is outside
the scope of this item and has not been included in the cost
estimate.

6

i |
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Improved reporting requirements would cover a broad range of
segnences and lead to improved plant availability since
adcitional information would be made available. The more
important sequences are judged to be largely covered in the
current LER reporting scheme. The overall risk reduction,
then, was felt to be moderate. No hazard was determined to be
introduced by this Action Plan item.

Success likelihood is high since the improved reporting would
be designed to make information readily available and
apparent. It is anticipated that it will take 18 to 20 months
to implement this item. This assumes that the NRC schedule is
adhered to, and comments back to the NRC are timely in both
reporting and implementation.--The implementation costs are
judged to total 525K per plant per year.

.

This item is judged to be Priority I because of the high
potential for improving plant availability and safety with a -

low expenditure of resources.

!

'

3
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: II.E.2.1 Determine And Decrease the Freouency of ECCS |
! Challenges |

SCOPE STATEMENT i

NRC Descriptionj ;
'

j t

NRC will instruct all licer.4ees and applicants to i
provide a report that detairs experience with ECCS !
actuation (such as conditions, cause, frequency, and,

results), compares cumulative experience with design:

bases for ECCS, and assesses the reliability of the i
system to perform its intended function under these k

conditions. The licensee will develop experience . -

analysis and conclusions on ECCS operations and identify
intended changes with an implementation schedule.

Alternative Scope Statement

It has not been shown that there is a need to decrease '

the frequency of ECCS actuation. This fact was ;

concurred with during discussions with an NRC/NRR |
; representative. It was also agreed that a more (

reasonable action would be the collection of data on !
operating experience with the ECCS. When the operating i
experience actuation data are obtained (i.e., |:

'

conditions, cause frequency, results, etc.) a factual '

basis will be available so that a determination can be
made as to whether the actuatian frequency should be ,

changed. Thus the group evaluated this item assuming i

its title and intent is limited to: " Determine the |Frequency of ECCS Activation During Plant Operations and
Testing."

,

PRIORITY EVALUATION !
!

It was judged that in the process of collecting data from its i
own records a utility may gain additional insights into plant
performance. While an accurate record of ECCS experience is !

likely to result, the likelihood of achieving a reduced risk
was judged to be low as the person collecting data is not |doing so with the intent of plant improvement. While no :

hazard is introduced by this activity, the chances of reducing
the overall risk were felt to be small.

Although only six months would be required to search out the-
,

data, record it, and mail, additional time might be required ifor resolution of comments on the data with.the NRC via phone, j
: '

| Despite the small commitment of resources, the overall risk I
reduction potential resulted in a judgment that this item !
should.be Priority II.

,

*

;
'

s
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I.E.4 NRC Coordination of Operational Evaluation Program

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

This item is primarily an NRC action to assure
regulatory coordination with industry operational data |

'

assessment.
i

PRIORITY EVALUATION
!

As this is an organizational item, it would only catch those .
operational events which are relatively insignificant. The
coordination does not directly contribute to the evaluation
effort and was judged to have a likelihood of success of only ,

20%. Although no new ha:ards would be introduced by this
activity, the overall risk reduction is potentially low. ,

, Only a few meetings should be required to agree upon a level
of information exchange; these could be conducted over a
six-month period for a cost that should not exceed $5K/ plant. i

Des? te the low commitment of resources, this item is judgedi ,

to 'se Priority II due to its low impact on risk improvement. '

|

;

i

|

|
,

e
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CATEGORY B

SCOPE STATEMENTS AND PRIORITY EVALUATIONS

(IN ORDER OF PRIORITY)

Number Title

'
I.A.2.1 Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Supervisor.

Training and Qualification *

'

I.A.371 Revised Scope and Criteria for Licensing
Examinations

I.C.7 NSS Vendor Review of Procedures

I.A.4.2 Long-Term Training Simulator Upgrade

I.A.2.2 Training and Qualification of Other Operations
Personnel

I.G Training During Low Power Testing

I.A.4.1 Initial Simulator Improvement

I.A.2.5 Plant Drills

I.C.8 Pilot Monitoring of Selected Emergency Procedures
for Near-term Operating License Application .

I.B.1.1 Organization and Management Criteria

II.J.3.1 Organization and Staffing

III.A.3.3 Communication

I.A.3.2 Personnel Selection Process

I.B.1.5 Loss of Safety Function

III.D.3.1 Radiation Protection Plans
,

f
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I . A.2.1_Immediate Ungrading of Operator and Supervisor |

Training and Oualification

SCOPE STATEMENT (condensation of NRC description)

Immediately upgrcde operator and supervisor training and
qualifications. The following items are specified:

a) Provide specific improvements in training and
qualifications of operating personnel including the

, shift supervisors, senior operators and control room'

operators.
'

b) Certify the fitness of candidates for operator licensing
at a higher corporate level of management than
pYeviously required.

.

c) NRC would revie- the contents of revised training
programs and the ISE staff would audit implementation of *

the program.
I d) Qualifications for shift supervisor and SRO include

having been a licensed operator 1 year; in the long
term, educational requirements include having a B'. S. 1

'degree in engineering or related science by about 1985.i

e) Training for the shift supervisor would emphasize and ,

re-enforce the responsibility for safe operation and a :
'

management function to assure safety.
:

f) Applicants for senior operator (shift foreman) shall
have 3 months of shift training as on the job training. ,

i

g) Applicants for R0 licensing shall have 3 months training '

on shift as an extra person in the control room.
|
!

IPRIORITY EVALUATION

The scope of this item is very broad and to set priorities ,

properly, each item in the scope is discussed individually. i

I

a) Providing specific additional training for licensed
operators has merit, introduces no new risks and will
enhance safety to a small degree; therefore this item is. ;

judged to be Priority I. ,

b) Requiring higher corporate level management to certify
fitness of license candidates has very little merit,
introduces no new risks, but will provide a very small
risk reduction. This item is judged to be Priority III.

i

i
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c) The NRC's review and addit appear appropriate and do not
affect industry's effort; therefore this item is judged
to be Priority II.

d-1) Requiring a candidate for shift supervisor and SRO to ,

have been licensed at the RO level for one (1) year j

would improve his qualifications by increasing his level
of knowledge through experience gained at the R0 level.
There would be no adverse effects on safety or increase :

in risks by this requirement. The experience gained
would result in a better qualified SR0 and therefore a
reduction in risks. This item is judged to be priority
I.

d-2) The long term requirement for a B. S. degree could have
adverse effects on plant safety in that it probably
would result in a higher turnover rate for these
positions, thus reducing experience in this position at ,

Imost plants industry wide. The turnover is expected
because the person is likely to consider himself over >

qualified for the usual daily operations; he would not
be gaining professional satisfaction. There would be no

'risk reduction attributable to the degree per se is
because it is assumed that he has sufficient fundcmental
education in the proper engineering disciplines. If .

- this requirement is implemented, risks from plant -

operation will increase due to personnel turnover. It ;
'

is suggested this item be reviewed with a consideration
toward increasing requirements for funmdamental ,

education, but not requiring a degree. This item is
'

judged to be priority III.

e) Training emphasizing the shift supervisor's importance ;

in safe operation and in his managerial responsibilities ;

will have no adverse effect on plant safety and will
,

reduce risk to some degree. This item is judged to be
'

priority I.
1

f) Requiring an' applicant for SRO to hcve at least 3 months
on shift before assuming the position has merit. It i

introduces no risks and by providing a better qualified !
|

,
SRO in the plants will provide a degree of risk

| reduction. It is assumed this requirement would not
apply to a control operator upgrading to the SR0 level.'

' This item is judged to be priority I.

g) Requiring an R0 license candidate to have 3 months in
the control room as on-the-job training will create no
risks and should improve his operating proficiency when
he assumes the R0 position. Overall risk will decrease;t

l therefore this item is judged to be priority I.

8 B-3
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I.A.3.1 Revised Scope and Criteria for Licensing Examinations

SCOPE STATEMENT

This scope statement is based on discussions with the NRC, but
follows closely the NRC statement except in format:

A. The ouerator and senior license. examination will be
expanded to include the additional category of

,

thermodynamics and related subjects. In particular, this
- category would cover the fundamentals as applied to the i

s7ecific power plant and would not be a general study of ~;

t'lermodync-ics or mechanical engineering.
~~

B. The 1icense examinations will become timed tests; that is
the individual taking the exam will have a predetermined
time span to complete the exam.

C. The passing grade will be increased to e minimum of 70% in
ieach category with a minimum grade of 80% overall.
;

D. In the examination process, senior license applicants will
be required to take oral examinations in addition to the

; e/. amination technique presently in place.
'

E. The requalification programs will be changed to. include
icems A through D above.

t

PRIORITY EVALUATION :

Each of these items addresses refinements to the existing
process for licensing operators. Since this item also affects :the training of operators, which is a fundamental part of
plant safety, there is an impact on all sequences. However, :

the changes are relatively minor and the consequential impact
on overall risk reduction is slight. Some of these '

modifications are worthwhile and are recommended for immediate
.

;implementation. Others appear to have adverse consequences.

The cost associated with implementing this item is about 100K
.

initially and 180K annually thereafter.

A specific discussion of those items identified as A through E
in the scope definition follows:

i

A. Priority I I

This action introduces no hazards and can be successfully |implemented; however, once implemented the overall risk |

| reduction would be low. 1

B, Priority III '

An examination is a relatively objective means of '

determining whether a candidate has learned the subject i

|
'

|
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|

. .

matter and can reproduce it in a reasonable length of time.
The examination is thus a test both of the candidate and of
the teaching he has received. The grading of the examination
should be primarily on the subject matter and not on the
quality of the writing so long as the candidate shows, by what
he writes, that he understands the subject. The time allowed
for completion of the test should not be so short as to put a
premium on making snap judgments. Even the best operators are |

likely to ap? ear to arrive at their conclusions more slowly
than some others. This item appears to reduce risk only

:slightly.

C. Priority III
It is agreed that the applicant should score at least 70%
(this part is Priority I) in each category; however, the
additional requirement of an overall passing grade of 80%
(this part is Priority III) seems excessive. The rationale
for this conclusion is based upon the fact that a -

requirement for each test section to be passed with a 70%
score represents a significant upgrade of the
rec uirements. It is felt that any hdditional risk
rec.uction achieved by the 80% overall score requirement .

would be small. Generally it is felt that an operator who !

scores 70% on every section should be licenseable.

D. Priority I; same comments as A above.

E. Priority I; same comments as A above.

,

,

!
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i I.C.7 NSS Vendor Review of Procedures

SCOPE STATEMENT !

Near term ~0L applicants obtain vendor review of their
,

low-power test procedures, power ascension test procedures, |and emergency procedures.
i

Schedule: NTOL's adopt prior to full power operation.
;

PRIORITY EVALUATION - !

This item addresses the fact that reactor vendor personnel !

have knowledge of sequences and resultant procedures which '

,could hc1p avert or minimize a problem during tests and in
|

i

| emergencies. It is generally felt that this item does address -

most sequences through the emergency procedures clause. Since
the vendor does have useful information, this item should have:

I a high probability of being successful. There does not appear :
| to be any hazard associated with this item with the possible ;

| exception of licensee complacency due to outside review. This
'

'

potential is quite small in light of the fact that vendor
review is already in place for many utilities. This item :

should cause some additional cost, possibly $200K. ,

Nevertheless, it is felt that this item should be implemented !
on a non-interfering basis. Therefore this item is a category ,

II. !

!

|
.

!

|
,

;

!
-

?

i

! i

i
!

|

|

!

i
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I.A.4.2 Long Term Training Simulator Upgrade
|

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

Research studies will be performed to improve the use of
simulators in training operators, develop guidance on the
need for and nature of operator action during accidents,
and gather data on operator performance. Tasks include the
following:

a. Simulator capabilities will be examined to identify
those combinations of failures and operator errors
that can be reproduced.

b. Operating exparience will be reviewed to determine
actual response times for safety-related operator
action. Recommendations for automation will be made,

c. Experiments will be conducted to determine operator
error rates.

.

ANS-3.5 will be updated at the urging of the'NRC. A
regulatory guide will be prepared on training simulators
with the expectation of endorsing ANS-3.5.

_

PRIORITY EVALUATION

This item addresses some accident sequences in that it relates
to long-term simulator modeling improvements. These-
improvements should provide a nominal but positive effect on
decreasing the risk of an accident. The safety effect is one
of improved operator understanding of facility operations and
transient response.

The development of a standard for the quality and depth of
modeling of nuclear power plants has definite merit. The more ;

exact the model, the greater its service as a training tool. ,

Needless expense can be incurred by requiring modeling past the '

point of diminishing return: that point at which more
sophisticated modeling fails to increase the operator's
conceptual understanding or appreciation of event magnitude. ,

Focus must be maintained on the operator's learning, not on the '

mathematic'al sophistication of the training tool.
IExisting simulators have a defined scope of hardware and

software capabilities. Their required upgrading should be i

reasonably commensurate with their existing hardware. The i

requirement must take into account the improving sophistication I

of computers with time and not unduly restrict the service
performed by currently operating simulators.

|

,
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Although not specifically mentioned in the scope for this item,
the ability to train operators at a simulator located at
another facility should be preserved.

The cost of these improvements could range from very minimal on
a new computer to a high of about $5 million if an old
simulator had to be replaced.

!
This item i~s judged to be Priority II.

i
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I.A.2.2 Training Qualification of Personnel'

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description .

Each licensee will be required to review its training
program for all operations personnel and to justify the
acceptability of each part of the program-to provide
assurance that safety-related functions will be effectively ,

'

carried out. Training programs should be related to
position task descriptions, including normal and emergency
responsibilities. .

PRIORITY 5 VALUATION
:

This worthwhile task should be pursued jointly by the NRC and
INPO, where INPO will perform a task analysis for those
positions that are generally used industry wide. These
analyses would be conducted by professionals and include
recommendations for qualifications and training needed for a

'
particular position. Each utility would then evaluate in a
similar manner any unique position in their organization not
addressed in the INP0 study. These studies by INP0 should be
completed by early 1981 and would greatly reduce. individual
utility costs. -

1

Evaluating positions affecting safe operation other than the
licensed operators to ascertain that their training and
qualifications are adequate has considerable merit. It would
introduce no plant safety hazards and would have a small
degree of positive effect on reducing overall risks if a need
for additional training is identified. The cost for a
utility-unique analysis would be an unnecessary use of
resources for each utility at an aggregate cost which is large.

In view of the value of this item and taking into account the
time needed for proper task evaluation and any needed training
modifications, this item is judged to be Priority II.

B-9
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I.G.-Training During Preoperational and Low-power Testing

SCOPE STATEMENT
:

! The NRC will develop acceptance criteria for low power test
programs to provide " hands on" training for plant evaluation!

and off-normal events for each operating shift. Licensees
will modify existing or future testing programs to include new
requirements.

PRIORITY EVALUATION
l

The following assumptions were made in making the evaluation
of this item:

1 :

that this training does not include any plant transients ;e
that would require automatic operation of safety systems |

! that cause high plant thermal or loading stresses, and thus '

Aces not intro uce safety hazards.
,

that overall schedule effects are the same for BNR and PWR I'

.
but that most PWR training will be accomplished during hot i
functional testing.

, that each training evolution will require an additional !
'

four days and that there will be eight evolutions per plant.

The recuirement for hands-on training of each operating shift
of cert'ain plant evolutions will increase the time required
for testing which is the time used to verify equipment ,

operability. If this training included transients that ,

required automatic initiation of safety systems, it would |
increase the number of plant thermal and loading stress cycles
unnecessarily. There is the general concern that this appears
to be an encouragement to experiment with the plant which is ,

clearly not conducive to plant safety or efficiency. Very !

careful controls are needed to keep this requirement within i

the bounds of useful learning in a cost effective way.
'

Risk reduction would be small for this method of training and
would include only the start-up personnel and not future i
replacements. This training is also redundant to the i

simulator training. Overall risk reduction is small because I

this training is now being received. |

Some additional cost could be be incurred, possibly $100,000
plus replacement power cost due to the extended start-up
period.

This item is judged to be Priority II.|

j
i

|
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I.A.4.1 Initial Simulator Improvement

SCOPE STATEMENT
,

NRR and RES will collaborate on a short-term study to collect
and develop corrections for the presently identified
weaknesses of training simulators. The short-term objective
is to establish and sustain a higher level of realism in the
training of operators, including dealing with transients,
where such gains can be quickly made.

PRIORITY EVALUATION i

!The scope appears to imply simulator software changes and
minor hardware changes which can be readily accomplished
within the framework of the existing simulator central
processing unit and peripherals. As an example, if the :

simulation of core damage and release of fission products from :

a small break LOCA event require additional computer hardware, '

then the simulation wocid only be carried as far as the i

existing central processing unit capability permitted. j

It is expected that only one or two events involving reactor t

coolant inventory control (including equipment failures) would
need to be modeled to teach operators the fundamental
principles in the short-term. '

This item addresses some accident sequences in that it relates
to short-term simulator modeling improvements. These ,

!improvements will have a small but positive effect on
decreasing the risk of an accident. The safety effect is one i

of improved operator understanding of facility operations and
transient response. |

There is no hazard with short-term simulator modeling :

|improvements as long as it is done within the framework of
|existing computer hardware and does not require a long
i

computer outage. The computer should not be subjected to a
long outage when simulators are in short supply to fulfill '

;

existing training needs.

The modeling and change costs could be expected to be about
$250,000 for an existing simulator and about $50,000 for a new j

simulator. This item is judged to be Priority II as it will
be of some small help in increasing overall operator ,

knowledge, but should be done on a non-interfering basis. ,

i

|

|
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I.A.2.5 Plant Drills

SCOPE STATEMENT
.

NRC will require licensees to develop and conduct in-plant
drills by shift operating personnel. Normal and off-normaloperating maneuvers will be required to be simulated for
walk-through drills on a plant-wide basis. Drills will also
be required to test the adequacy of reactor and plant
operating procedures.

In the long term, consideration will be given to having the
plant maneuvered for drill purposes with the drill intitiated
by the NRC-resident inspector.

PRIORITY EVALUATION SUMMARY

Some plant walk-throughs and drills would be effective in
training and introduce no hazards. Therefore, this item would
result in a small reduction in risk. NRC needs to furtherdefine.its position for the long term and should consider the
introduction of hazards in any requirement for plant
maneuvering for drills and resident inspector-initiated drills.
Plant maneuvers for drill purposes and drill initiation by the
resident inspector would unnecessarily introduce a cha'11enge
to plant safety. Since the increase in operator knowledge can
be accommodated without these challenges, the actual in-plant
maneuvers would have a negative effect on safety without
sufficient benefits to warrant the risk of the drill. Drillsrequiring p1snt maneuvering should be conducted on
simulators. It is further recommended that INPO be asked tofactor " drills for training" into their overall standard
training program being developed. Operator training.would be '

scheduled to utilize normal plant maneuvers.

Plant walk-throughs and utility-conducted drills that can be
conducted without maneuvering the plant are judged to be

|Priority II. Those that rec.uire plant maneuvering or are l

conducted by the NRC are juc ged to be Priority III, pending ifurther definition of the long term position.
|

!
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I.C.8 Pilot Monitoring of Selected Emergency Procedures
tor Near-Term Operating License Applicants |

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

An interdisciplinary NRC task force will audit emergency
procedures obtained from applicants to judge their '

adequacy. An in-depth review will be made of selected
procedures. Review elements are specified by the NRC. ,

PRIORITY EVALUATION

This item' requires the preparation of detailed Emergency i
Procedures and NRC review thereof for adequacy of procedure '

and training of personnel to know the procedure. In this |

context, a procedure is interpreted to mean a step by step i
series of required actic's. Procedures would be in place for
the entire range of design basis events from transients to
accidents. Vendors would develep, provide, justify, and |

defend parent analyses and guidelines. The procedures would {be reviewed with the NRC. A simulated walk-through would be i

held for NRC review with attendance by shift crew a'd shiftn
technical advisor. A plant walk-through would be held with

i participation by NRC, shift crew, shift technical advisor,-

technical support center, and operational support center.

The NRC would make and document findings on preparedness f)r i
the accidents covered by the procedure. 1

An alternative would be to have the NRC resident inspector
,

review existing procedures. This would be effective in i

achieving most of the benefit with far less cost and with 1

lower manpower impact. |
|

This item is aimed at reducing risk through improving operator
knowledge and understanding through preparation of and review
of procedures. This item is reviewed against a base set of
procedures and practices which is in place to address both
accidents and transients. In addition, plant walk-throughs of
events are considered under a separate task item. Therefore,
the risk aversion potential for this item is evaluated as an
increment over existing activities and the risk reduction is
correspondingly small since existing procedures and practices
are considered to be essentially complete and effective. This
task would introduce little or no hazard, but would add to
manpower requirements.

|
| This item is judged to be Priority III.
i

The alternate proposal (where the NRC inspector reviews the
procedures) should be tried for at least a year, with the
possibility of reconsideration after that period.

B-13
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I.B.1.1. Organization and Management Criteria

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

The NRC will develop criteria for onsite and offsite
management and technical staffs that will upgrade them int

I

the areas of 1) staff size, 2) education and experience, 3)
plant operating and emergency procedures, 4) management
awareness of safety matters, and 5) number and types of
personnel available for accidents.

PRIORITY EVALUATION SUMMARY,

!

If this item could be implemented it would impact all accident
sequences; however, because of manpower limitations, and the
hazards addressed below there is little likelihood of
success. In the long term (many years), a well planned
program could have a moderate impact on risk reduction. In
the short term (implementation by 3/81, as suggested), this
program could have a negative impact on safety.

The NRC should wait and assess the industry's response through ;

INP0 and other cooperative organizations. The hazard is that
this area addresses diverse organizations which is difficult
to do effectively without great care. Government intervention
by way of mandated changes that require rapid implementation,

|could confuse and complicate the organization effectiveness.
This would be a hazard to safety during accidents when clear
lines of communication.and authority are required.

The cost associated with this item could be extremely high ,

depending on the staff increases that the NRC would try to
implement. Preliminary audits by the NRC have led to findings
that some organizations staffing is not in accordance with NRC
objectives. The industry can expect to increase staff sizes
by at least 25 and increase annual expenditures by at least $5
million.

In consideration of the large impact and small increase in '

safety, coupled with ?otential organization disorientation due
|

to generic changes, tiis item is judged to be Priority III.

|
,
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II.J.3.1 Organization and Staffing
|

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

NRC will develop criteria requiring license applicants and
licensees to improve the oversight of design, construction
and modification activities so that they gain the critical i

expertise necessary for the safe operation of the
plant, including technical resources needed and the degree <

of management and technical control to be exercised.

Alternative Scope Statement

NRC, DOE,NSAC, and INPO will conduct a study to determine '

the characteristics of the most effective programs and the
typical programs now in operation. Priority should be
placed on the modification, construction, and design ,

activities. Industry should make cost-benefit and
experience studies and provide information to utility
management for implementation into more effective staffing ,

and management systems.

PRIORITY EVALUATION ,

,

This item seeks to improve operation and utility knowledge and
'

understanding through increased participation in plant des ign,
construction, and modification. Therefore, this item
addresses all sequences. It is not clear how the NRC alor.e !

could achieve the objective. Currently there are a number of
steps being taken or continued to achieve the same result. ,

Therefore, the potential for added actions by the NRC to be
'

productive seems low. Since the details are unknown, this
item is judged to be Priority III while NSAC and INPO, with -

NRC input, develop methods and a structure which would seek to
enhance overview without unnecessarily wasting manpower.

,
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III.A.3.3 Communications ;

SCOPE STATEMENT
,

,

Condensation of NRC Description

Provide two dedicated lines per unit to government agency
terminals. One line is for plant information. One line is
for environmental and health physics information. Also
provide signal relay and processing equipment from existing
sensors to input terminals of dedicated lines. These lines ,

are for computer transmittal of data.

PRIORITY EV4LUATION !
-

This item raises the question of whether there is a potential
benefit from having outside agencies participate in

.

post-accident recovery and mitigation. The need for i-

communications is real. The question is whether or not the .

computer oriented data transmittal would reduce or avoid
,

accident consequences sufficiently to warrant the cost. All i

accident sequences are potentially treated. Of the two items,
plant information and health physics information, the former ;

is believed to be more useful for the short term. The problem :
in analyzing this item is the lack of clear criteria for ,

determining what data should be transmitted. It seems likely '

that the useful information on a specific accident might be
improperly displayed or lost in the detail of other items.
There is a potential for increased risk due to the tendency :

for offsite personnel to direct or influence action without
sufficient' knowledge. In light of these concerns, the
likelihood that this action would provide substantive
additional protection over that provided by the Shift
Technical Advisor is small. The hazard created by improper

,

use of the data transmitted is judged approximately equal to ,

the positive effect.
|

The cost is estimated to be $1 million dollars. Therefore,
this item is judged to be Priority III because it~ requires
further evaluation. An alternative for dedicated :

communication links for verbal transmittal of data from the
l plant to the NRC/ Vendor / State would be a useful tool. This

would be evaluated as being Priority II.t

l
i

'

|

| |

|
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I.A.3.2 Personnel Selection Process

SCOPE STATEMENT :

NRR will require that licensees develop auditable procedures
,

|
to indicate a formal process of selecting shift supervisors :

. and shift technical advisors, including input from top utility
management.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

The goal of this requirement is interpreted to mean that there
will exist some standard mechanism for selecting qualified

'

personnel _to key positions which directly ties top management
to concurrence in the selection.

Since each utility functions separately, there will be varying ;

degrees of management participation, various selection and |
'

qualification mechanisms and no industry standardization.
Manpower will be needlessly wasted auditing mechanisms which
are better carried out by the industry staff. !

An alternative to this requirement would be to have INPO
establish industry generic criteria fer selecting, training, i

and qualifying shift supervisors and determining the degrees
of management participation in the process. This action would ;

achieve the desired result and enhance individual utility . ;

performance through. standardization of. criteria. The emphasis ;

here would be on establishing criteria, not specific 1

procedures that would be too prescriptive and not suitable for i

individual utilities.

This item relates to most accident sequences because it treats
auditable procedures for selecting, training and qualifying i

key personnel. This item will have no effect on decreasing ,

the likelihood of an accident because it requests only |

auditable procedures, not a standard set of industry wide |
criteria. Utilities already have top management directly j
involved in selecting key personnel through their existing i

Iprocedures for promotions and payroll increases. NRC already
retains final approval of key personnel through the mechanisms
of the SR0 examinations. Auditing of this propcsed procedure
will consume NRC manpower better spent reviewing items
relevant to safety. The cost of preparing the procedures is
minimal but the procedure itself has no safety value. This
item is judged to be Priority III, as it does nothing to
enhance safety.

|
|

|

t
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I.B.1.5. Loss of Safety Function Rule |

!

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

The NRC will seek to reduce the occurrence rate of loss of J

safety function by either:

1. Requiring shutdown for plants experiencing two loss of
safety functions in one year (or two years). NRC approval
would be required for restart based upon acceptance of
licensees corrective action, or

2. Issuing citations and fines plus possible shutdowns for
each occurrence, or

3. Using a, point system, license probation, or license
revocation. ,

i

This item is assessed assuming Option 1, because Options 2 !

and 3 are not well defined.

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion ;

NRC interprets loss of safety function as exceeding any of
,

the Limiting Conditions for Operation in the technical
specifications.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

This action would affect some core melt sesaences, but not
all, since as implemented, Technical Specil.'ication Limiting
Conditions for Operation are deterministically developed and
are not risk-based. The probability of success of this item
is estimated to be low-to-medium as depicted in the ,

accompanying sketch.

b
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III.D.3.1 Radiological Protection Plans

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

Prepare and implement a radiation protection plan that :

include's criteria from existing Regulatory Guides, the i

Standard Review Plan Chapter 12, the ALARA program and '

additional criteria to be developed from IE appraisal of
health physics programs at all operating plants. :

The radiation protection plan will require NRR approval and
a Tdchnical Specification amendment. i

PRIORITY EVALUATION
,

This item will have a small impact on reducing the radiation
exposure of plant personnel.
In the near term this would require an increased demand on the
manpower of WRC, IE and NRR as well as industry which could be

,

!

better used at this time.
This item would incorporate plant radiological programs that'

are in place into the technical specifications but would do
nothing to reduce radiological hazards to the general public >

and little for plant personnel. The cost of this item would
be approximately $400K. Since the probable reduction in
exposure is small and the manpower requirement is relatively
large, this item results in a poor expenditure of resources.
Therefore, this item is judged to be Priority III.

!

Since the action is punitive and not constructive, and would
not directly lead to constructive measures to prevent
operational or maintenance problems or errors that wouldcontribute to loss of safety function, this item does not
appear to contribute to safety.
A significant hazard would be introduced by this requirement.
Operating personnel faced with a heavy company financial
penalty and possible adverse career impact could conceivably ;

correct the situation and fail to report it, fearing the ;

penalty. This action would rob the industry of the ,

opportunity to learn from the experience. |
|

!

!
i

i

:

|
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Assuming that this rule was invoked twice in plant life, and |that it resulted in a two week forced outage each time, the
cost would be approximately as shown below:-

i

A
.7

-
' .2

.1

| )
) $5M $10M

.

Based on low-medium probability of success, high cost, and
significant hazard introduced, this item is judged to be -

Priority III.
,

.

?

I

|

i

.
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CATEGORY C

SCOPE STATEMENTS AND

PRIORITY EVALUATIONS

(IN ORDER OF PRIORITY)
F

Number- Title
,

III.D.3.4 Control Room Habitability

I.A.l.3 Shift Manning

I.D.3 Safety System Status Monitoring

I.D.1 Control Room Design Reviews ,

I.D.2 Plant Safety Parameter Display Console ,

II.F.3 Instruments _for Monitoring Accident Conditions
(Regulatory Guide 1.97) :

-

,

I.C.9 Long-term Program for Analysis of Transients and*

Accidents for Procedure Development and Upgrading, |

Including IE Inspection of Procedures and Lead
,

Plant Onsite Audit

II.K.3 Generic Review Matters - Small Break LOCAs and '
Loss of Feedwater Accidents ;

,

I
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III.D.3.4 Control Room Habitability

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Description

This item involves a review of control room habitabilt
1.78 (1974)y

design provisions against Re1.95 (1977)gulatory Guide
and

.

Regulatory Guide , and the Standard Review i
Plan, sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 6.4. Plant
specific implementation schedules must be prepared if the
need for design modifications is identified.

Alternative Scope Statement

I* It is assumed that plants with construction permits after
June of 1974 will not be affected.

PRIORITY EVALUATION I

The thrust of this item is the improvement in human
,

reliability achieved by allowing the control room operators to t

function without wearing airpacks and the accompanying
i

psychological impact of 1) wearing masks, 2) the reduced
field of view, and 3) the weight of the tanks. An increased
sense of security will accrue from knowing of their protection ifrom adverse environments. It was recognized that plants '

operating pre-1973 will incur higher costs and longer
implementation schedules than plants in operation since 1973. i

Plants with construction permits after June of 1974 should not
be affected. '

r

The maximum likelihood of success was evaluated as 0.9 with
90% confidence of exceeding 0.6. The probable time to
implement is 20 months with 90% confidence oC being between 12 |
and 30 months. The probable cost is $1M wi'.h an uncertainty -

of $0.5M/ single unit plant. For plants in operation since ;

1973 the probable cost is $0.4M and the rrobable !
implementation is 22 months. This variscility results from

.~

plant-to-plant variations in facilities and available !
j equipment.

This item is judged to be Priority II, and should proceed on a
high-priority basis consistent with resources.

1

|

|
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I.A.1.3 Shif t Manning

SCOPE STATEMENT -

Condensation of NRC Description

NRC intends to require one RO and cae SRO la the control
room at all times other than cold shutdoua-(while stilli

l maintaining the capability for the shift supervisor (the
SRO) to conduct plant tours). Limitations will be imposed
on overtime. ,

i
Alternative Scope Statement i

|
*

The evaluation team assumed that one of the two existlag |
R0s may be qualified and licensed as SRO to meet this <

requirement. This will provide 2 SR0s and 1 RO with the
capability for the shift supervisor to conduct plant tours
and still have'1 SRO and 1 RO in the control room at all
times. Overtime limitations will be those from ,

NUREG-0585: not more-than 2 consecutive 12-hour shifts in :

a row, with at least 12 hours rest between shifts. No '

;

overtime limits a7 ply except when the operator'is used la
the mode for whici he is licensed. t

!

PRIORITY EVALUATION
.

'This evaluation reflects an attempt to balance.the benefits of
!the continuous presence of an SRO in the control room with the

importance of continuing walk-through SRO laspections; the ,

demands this item will place on individual tralming systems -

were also considered. It is important that walk-through !

inspections'be continued by SR0s. It is also laportant that ,

the plant training department not be subjected to severe |
stresses by attempting to implement this item at operatlag i

~

'plants at the same time that other more luportant tralalag
goals (addressed by the Action Plan) are belag met- |

To implement this program on a priority basis might require i

extensive overtime which would be counter to regeltenents for
diminishing overtime required in this item. (Mese demands !

are placed by the conflicting requirements of coatiaeed shift :

imanning during plant operation and the tralalag and upgraslag
| '

of operators.) Negative impacts from this program could
result from reduced training in other areas det to overloadlag

! a training staff that is already heavily taxed det to !

administrative burdens and increased techalcal tralalag
resulting from other TMI task actions. ,Another negative
impact could result from increased mobility of the upgraded
operators and.possible union involvemeat- ;

,

;-

The maximum likelihood of success was . assessed to be 0 7/ with !
70% confidence of exceeding 0.4. The probablgi cost is t

$0.5M/ single unit with an uncertainty of $0 U Q h e probable
implementation time is 20 months with an uncertalaty of 10
months, depending on the size and.the Acad 0f the tralalag at 1

,

| specific utilities.
,

3,

fThis item is f,udged to be Priority II. -
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I.D.3 Safety System Status Monitoring

SCOPE STATEMENT
|

, Condensation of NRC Description
i .

NRC will backfit Regulatory Guide 1.47 (to be revised by
NRC by about 3/1/80).

Alternative Scope Statement,

| For purposes of estimating risk reduction and costing, the ]'

evaluation team made the follcwing assumptions:
.

I 1. All active components (including manual valves) |
within safety systems that can cause system degrading ior cause the system to become inoperative will be '

subject to automatic monitoring. This assumes the
deletion of the present exception for manual valves
operated once per year.

2. Not required to be Safety Grade (but reliable). |

!
3. Will not use plant computer.

| 4. Fault tolerant - reliable system rather than a fully
.redundant set of devices. '

5. Required for all plants.
,

6. Mini-computer based system with 400 inputs.
7. Completely automatic system. )

PRIORITY EVALUATION

Evaluation of this item involved assessing the value of
i

automatic status indication against certain cautions. It is
possibic, for example, that a false sense of security may be (
engendered,by automatic status indication, introducing ;

decreased ~ alertness on the part of the plant operators. It is
also possible that status indic'ators may fail. Agreement

,

'

could not be reached regarding the accident sequences that I

could be impacted, which appears to reflect uncertainties in
i

the efficacy of the program. i

It was concluded that the likelihood of successful |
implementation is high (there is 90% confidence that the '

probability of success exceeds 0.4) but considerabic
uncertainty in achieving the desired result accompanies the
effort. The probable implementation time is 30 months with

i80% confidence that it can be implemented between 18 and 40 '

months. The probable cost is $5M per single unit but there is i

40% probability of exceeding $7M. |

C-4
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These high costs are the result of a number of considerations:

o Status indicators would have to be added to many active
safety components (valves and breakers). In cases where
indicators presently exist, the indicator is used for
other purposes and spare contacts may not be available.

o The architect / engineer may have to route new cables and
cable trays.

.

o The panel to display the indicators would be similar to
,

the safety state vector panel which was estimated to cost
"

a minimum of about $2M.

It should be pointed out that if Regulatory Guide 1.47 could
be endorsed in essentially its present form, e.g., allowing a
combination of automatic and administrative controls, the
costs could be greatly reduced, and many newer plants would
qualify without additional changes. .

Some evaluation histograms are shown below:
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This item is judged to be Priority II. |
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I.D.1 Control Room Design Reviews

| SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description

NRC will require that licensees perform a review to
i identify design deficiencies. The review may identify the ,

|
need to make " enhancement" changes pertaining to human
factors or make physical changes (move switches and ;

ins tr uments ) .

Alternative Scone Statement
l'

For purposes of evaluation the team segregated this item
into two parts:

_
.

a. Control room review, and human factors changes which |
can be implemented without shutdown (e.g., color :

coding).

b. Changes requiring shutdowns such as having to move
the physical location of devices (e.g., switches and i

instruments).
t

Physical redesign of the control room is assumed not to
,

commence until the changes required by Regulatory Guides |
-

1.47 and 1.97 and the safety parameter display console are i

defined. |
1

PRIORITY EVALUATION
t

This evaluation is the result of balancing the safety
enhancement expected from the item with costs and possible
o?erating errors that are associated with changes. The
changes should be implemented gradually and cautiously in
operating plants and in those so close to operation that the ;

operators have already been qualified. The reason for this is i

to accommodate the operator relearning process to the i

additional human engineering. Little risk is expected to be |
introduced by implementing this item if this caution is j
observed. .

!

Lower costs for implementation will be required for items |
requiring.only enhancement (color coding, painted groupings, I

scale changes, etc.); a higher cost will be experienced for I

items requiring hardware changes. The success mean
probability was assessed at 0.7 but with considerable
uncertainty that extended to the lower probabilities,
reflecting the uncertainties of human factors enhancement.
The most probable time for inplementation was 22 months with a
9 month uncertainty. Enhancement changes can be implemented
more expeditiously. The probable cost was $1M with a .3
probability of being less than a million dollars; however,

| there is a high cost tail on the distribution extending beyond
| $5M.

This item is ju,dged to be Priority II.
f
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I.D.2 Plant Safety Parameter Display Console
|

SCOPE STATEMENT (Alternative) '

NRC requires installation of a console in the control room to
monitor essential functions (" Safety State Vectors") such as:

Radioactivity Coolant inventory ;
Reactivity Containment integrity
Heat sink

For purposes of estimating risk reduction and costing, the
evaluation team made the following assumptions:
1. Not required to be Safety Grade (but reliable). !

2. No additional transmitting devices or sensors are required *

that are not mandated by some other requirement.
. ,

|3. Will not use plant computer.
4. Display =10 parameters continuous; up to 50 parameters on

callup.
,

!
1 5. Fault tolerant - reliable system rather than a fully

redundant set of devices.
,6. Have the capability for an operator to call up other ,

supporting data. '

i

7. Will not have either predictive capability or instructive -

capability.

8. Will be required for all plants.
9. Digital state-of-the-art.

10. Mini-computer based system with 400 inputs.

11. A primary function of the console will be to assist the
SRO in diagnosing an on-going accident, determining plant

.

state, and evaluating the effectiveness of corrective
action because all parameters are not displayed on the
panel. The SRO will use it to direct the focus of the
reactor operators to specific panels and instruments for
detailed readouts.

PRIORITY EVALUATION ,

This evaluation results from balancing the advantages of a
compact presentation of plant status against certain factors
that tend to be disadvantageous. There may, for example, be a
tendency for operators to place excessive reliance on this
panel to the extent that their proficiency with the operating
panels may be reduced. All or portions of this safety panel

C-8
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could fail, nence over-reliance should be avoided. Therefore,
sufficient time must be allowed so that proper planning and
reliability can be incorporated into the design.

The probability of success was assessed to be high; in fact ,

the confidence of exceeding 0.6 is 800. The most probable
time of implementation is 25 months with 82% confidence of
being between 12 and 30 months. The expected cost is $4M for
a single unit plant but there is a 5% probability of exceeding
$8M. .

This item is judged to be Priority II.

Cansensus histograms for probability of success and time to
implement are shown below:
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II.F.3 Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions
; (Regulatory Guide 1.97)

SCOPE STATEMENT '

7
:

NRC Description !
. .

j
NRC will require environmentally qualified instrumentation j
with expanded ranges to monitor accidents which involve ;
core damage. The design criteria, ranges, and other !
requirements will be delineated in Regulatory Guide 1.97, j
which is expected to be issued in revised form later in i
1980. i

Alternative Scope Statement
:

The evaluation team assumed that essentially the full
scope of Regulatory Guide 1.97 in its present draft form ;
would be required

|
PRIORITY EVALUATION ;

!

The objective of this item is to provide instrumentation ii

readouts that will assist the operator in mitigating an i
accident; this additional instrumentation will be of little ;

value in preventing an accident, but may be helpful in keeping |

a transient from proceeding to a worse condition. !

Further work is re Iwith the goals of: quired to integrate the intent of this item (
>

1. The technical support center

j 2. The control room design review (I.D.1)
;

I 3. The safety system status monitor (I.D.3) !
;

4. The safety status panel (I.D.2)
.

An effort to implement Regulatory Guide 1.97 independent of |
these considerations could be counterproductive. In general, i
adequate consideration must be given to human factors. |

A few open questions are involved with this item. Some of-,

| these open questions ir.volve developing new instruments, !

qualifying new and existing instruments on an expeditious |
schedule, and presenting the large amounts of data visualized

,

in this guide to the proper accident control personnel. i
Because of uncertainties in the present status of this guide, ;

the mean success probabiltity is 0.6 with a large
uncertainty. The most probable time to implementation is 27 .!
months with a low probability of implementation before 18 .

months.. Two separate cost evaluations were performed; one for i

plants which may already have some of the required i

instruments, and the other for the older plants which will
require extensive installation of instruments. The most
probable cost is about $9M for the older plants with

o

'
C-10.
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.

considerable probability of costs extending to $20M for a
single plant. For the newer plants the most probable cost is
$6M with a high probability of exceeding $14M.

!

Because of the uncertainties involved in this item, it was .

judged to be Priority II, with the itnderstanding that the near |

term effort will be focused on the integration of the above
four factors into this effort and not immediate installation
of instruments that may not provide the desired safety goals.

,

,r

f

I

i

!
*

,

;

;

i

)

,
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I.C.9. Long-Term Program for Analysis of Transients
and Accidents for Procedure Development and

Upgracing, incluaing it inspection or Frocecures
and Lead Plant Onsite Audit

SCOPE STATEMENT (Condensation)

NRC will perform a systematic, integrated, logical review of
?lant procedures. A multidisciplinary review team led by NRR
aut with support from IE, SE and RES will study:

c the factors that lead to optimum procedures preparation

o criteria for verifying correct performance of operating
activities and the feasibility of incorporating the
various verification techniques into. maintenance, test,

;

surveillance and other operational activities '

o vendor computer codes that predict plant response to i,
accidents

i

o accident analysis assumptions including operator actions :

and errors, transients, passive failures and single and
multiple active failures>

i

o . integration of the results of the IREP studies into
emergency procedures

Preliminary criteria developed from this study will be applied
.

to a lead plant's procedures, and the review of the success of |the program for the lead plant will eventually result in !

revised regulations and regulatory guides.
PRIORITY EVALUATION

;

Utility effort'on this item will be limited to revising i

procedures and associated training programs as necessary. The
NRC must complete its program before the utility effort can be '

completely defined.

No hazards were identified in the item as described; it could !lead to some risk reduction. One positive result might be the t

assurance of safety that :ould be realized from this,

i semi-quantitative analysis of plant operations under accident !l conditions. The maximum likelihood of success is 0.9 with 80%'

confidence of exceeding 0.6. The probable time to implement
is 30 months with an uncertainty of 12 months. The expected
cost is $6M with 75% confidence of exceeding $4M. However,

C-12
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most of these costs would be borne by the NRC and the cost to
plant operators would be for procedural changes arising from
the analyses. Evaluation histograms are shown below:

1
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The intent of this item, to provide a more objective basis for
the analysis of procedures, was endorsed by the group but with
cautions regarding the magnitude and uncertainties of the
undertaking. Priority III was assigned; this could be
upgraded if a more definitive program is prepared and-
demonstrated through the lead plant. The evaluators

,

recommended breaking the program into several components which'

could be analyzed separately and given appropriate
priorities. For example, definition of specific tasks and ;

objectives for procedures evaluation should be given a i

priority I, but action should not be taken on other items
until program success can be better assured.
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II.K.3 BSO Generic Review Matters - Small-

Break LOCAs and Loss of Feedwater Accidents

SCOPE STATEMENT (Condensation)

This Action Plan item requires licensees to complete actions
originating from the generic reviews of the small-break ;

loss-of-coolant accident and loss of feedwater events; NRC i
', requirements are established in the following reports:

NUREG-0565 (B4N),-0611 (W),-0626 (GE), and -0635 (CE). All
applicants for plants and designs must resolve all applicable
actions specified in NRC requirements and describe how the ,

actions are implemented.

January 1, 1981 |Schedule: OR -

To be scheduled on a case-by-case basisNTOL -

PRIORITY EVALUATION :

The recommendations made by the Bulletins and Orders (B60)
'

:

Task Force are as significant and extensive as the !
recommendations made by the Lessons Learned Task Force. ,

Inclusion of these recommendations in the Action Plan as one !

item diminishes their perceived importance and obscures the -

level of effort required for their implementation. Individual
incorporation of the B60 recommendations into the Action Plan
will assure that both an appropriate level of attention is i

applied to the individual review / approval by the ACRS and !

Commission and an appropriate degree of importance will be ;
attached to their implementation by the industry.

If the schedule for the issuance of the Action Plan does not !

permit this individual inclusion, then the BGO recommendations :
should not be included until they can be added as an addendum |
to the Action Plan. ,

'

There are 22 distinct items for B5W plants, 39 for
Westinghouse plants, 31 for CE plants, and 34 for GE plants.
These 126 items now grouped under one Action Plan line item ;

!should more pr'operly be broken out and integrated into the
appropriate parts of the Action Plan. Many of the items are
identical with other items already listed separately in the
Action Plan. Some generic items are listed for all vendors.
A number of others are generic to all PWRs or BWRs. Finally,
some are short term requirements previously completed. A
catalog of the 126 items is provided in Tables I, II, and III
in which the BSW, CE, GE, and W 1abels identify specific
statements from the four NUREG~ documents. :

Table I lists those individual recommendations from the B50
task force which should be deleted from II.K.3 because the
recommended actions are already addressed by other
requirements in the NRC Action Plan.

e
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Table II contains recommendations that specify. action solely
by the NRC staff. '

Table III contains recommendations that specify action items |
for the utilities and vendors for which the priorities have !;

' been evaluated. Because of the large number of specific :
items, the subgrou? evaluating these actions could not be as
thorough as the other industry team subgroups. . The first nine ;
items apply to more than one vendor and received the greatest -

attention. Items 10 through 17 apply to BQW plants only, and
.

B5W has completed and submitted the required analyses. Item |
18 was a curious entry - " Review the Impact of the (Action !

Plan) Recommendations" -- and represented the heart of this ,,

; industry team exercise. Items 19 through the end of the list '

'

apply to GE BWR plants only.

All the items in Table III have been assigned to Priorities I, |
II or III. The Priority I items can be accomplished without j
conflicting with each other. In truth, many are nearly ,

complete or require lit'tle additional effort. Therefore,
priorities within the list of Priority I items are not '

assigned. For those items in the Priority II category, !
priorities based upon costs and benefits are assigned as |
follows:

!

Priority Item :

1 5 - Instruments / procedures to verify e

natural circulation.
2 20 - Identify water sources prior to |

ADS -- GE
,

3 22 - Automatic restart of core spray and ;
LPCI -- GE :

4 21 - Report outage of ECC systems i

5 4 - Two-phase natural circulation |

: experiments i
6 24 - Depressurization with other than

| ADS -- GE ,

f 7 6 - Confirmation of W anticipatory trip |

Category III items were not assigned priorities. , ,

Recommendations for future consideration are stated in Table ,

III. |

>

!

si

i

|
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TABLE I

BSO GENERIC REVIEW MATTERS
THAT SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM II.K.3 LIST

Item Reason for Elimination

o The items on the Westinghouse and Either included in
CE lists addressing auxiliary feed- II.E.1 or already
water performance (i.e., the first 16 completed *
Westinghouse items - including GS-1
through GS-8, GL-1 through GL-5 and
the first 14 CE items - same as W-

except for GS-7 and GL-5)

.

o Interaction of Safety and Non-Safety Included in II.C.1
Systems - 1]

Review of Reliability 6 Redundancy
of Equipment - CE

Review and upgrade reliability and -

'

redundancy of non-safety grade equipment
upon which SBLOCA mitigation relies -
B4W 2.3.2.b

Use of non-ECC systems in analysis -
GE (B.12)

Diverse initiation signals for RCIC -
(GE B.10, abbreviated title is not
representative of the complete item ,

which requires review of all cooling ,

lsystems that might af ect core uncover ,

Modificatien of ADS logic - GE(A.7)
(Conduct feccibility and risk as-
sessment study, then modify equip-

1

ment)
,

i

No fuel failure requirement for
anticipated transient with single
failure - GE(A.14) ,,

.

Space cooling for HPCI and RCIC - t

GE(B.3)
;

1

i

'
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Item Reason for Elimination

Effect of loss of AC power on pump t

seals - GE(B.4)

Qualification of accumulators on ADS
valves - GE(B.7)

o PID Controller Modification - W Design-specific item
-

affecting a small
Proposed Anticipatory Trip number of units; low

cost; should beModifications - W-
completed, but not

CCI supplied PORV - W necessary to include
in action plan

,

o Installation of Auto Isolation of Included in II.D.4 ,

! PORVs - W, CE
'

l

Automatic block valve closure
system - Installed 6 Operational -
BGW 2.1.2.a.

Testing of Auto Isolation of PCRVs -
W, CE

<

Testing of Automatic block valve
closure system - BGW 2.1.2.a |

!

o Simulator Training Program - W, CE Completed * !

Minimum simulator training
requirements for SBLOCAs - B4W

,
'

2.3.2a

o Simulation of Small Break LOCA - W, Included in II.A.4.2
CE .

Small-break LOCA on simulators - GE

.o Review of Procedures (NRC) - W, CE Included in I.C.8

', C-1S
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Item Reason for Elimination

*

o Review of Procedures (NSSS Vendor:) Included in I.C.7
W, CE

!

o Symptom-Based Emergency Procedures Included in I.C.9 ,

W, CE

Guidelines for sympton-based
emergency procedures - GE(B.8) |

,

i

o Evaluation of PORV opening Completed *
probabili'ty during overpressure

rtransient - B4W 2.1.2.b

o Evaluation.of safety valve Completed *
reliability -- B4W 2.1.2d

t

' :

o Consideration of diverse decay heat Unit specific item -
removal path for Davis-Besse Unit 1 - inappropriate for

B4W 2.5.2.a Action Plan; completed
P

o Isolation of isolation condensors Design specific (about
on high radiation - GE(A.2) 5 plants) - should be

handled outside of
Action Plan

Interlock on recirculation pump
'

loops - GE(A.8)

Performance of isolation condensors
with noncondensibles - GE (B.13)

o Loss of Service Water for Big Rock Unit specific item -

Point - GE(A.9) inappropiate for
Action Plan

!

.

| o Common reference low level Included in I.D.I'

instrument - GE(B.6) -

o Two operators in Control Included in I.A.1.3
| Room - GE(4.16)

' C-19
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

Item Reason for Elimination

o Separation of HPCI and RCIC Included in II.E.2.1.

Initiation levels (to reduce
the number of challenges to

'the HPCI) - GE(A.1)

:

o Reduction of challenges and Included in II.D.2 and
failures of relief valves - II.E.2.1 ;

GE(A.4) :

,

,

h

.

:

!

!

.

i

| !

* Completed status was verified by discussion with cognizant
NRC Task Manager. i

;

|

t
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TABLE II

II.K.3 B60 GENERIC REVIEW MATTERS: i

NRC ACTION ITSIS THAT MUST BE ANALYZED FOR VALUE,
IMPORTANCE, AND PRIORITY FOR INCLUSION IN THE ACTION PLAN ,

'
Item Reason for Elimination

o Modifications to RELAP4 Heatup Industry is not
Calculation - W evaluating items with

-

only NRC action

,

o Effects of Accumulator Injection ;

on RELAP4 Calculations - W '

;

o Modification of RELAP4 to
Represent Steam Generator i

'

Realistically - W, CE
*

.
.

o Additional staff audit calcul itions !

of B6W SBLOCA analyses - B6W 2.4.2.a ;
,

f

I

r

;

i

!

I

:

i

<

i
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TABLE lit

11 K.3 B&O GENErilC REVIEW MATTERS

Industry & NRC action items that should be analyzed for value,
importance, and priority for inclusion in the Action Plan.

' ITEM SCOPE AS VIEWED BY NSAC/AIF GROUP PRIORITY BASIS FOR PRIORITY

1. - Confirmation of small break LOCA analysis methods Review analysis method ar'd revise to further assure Il Codes already rneet App. K and are conservative.
Appendix K -W.CE compliance with 10CFR50 Appendix K small break Minor technical questions exist. Maior elforis at this

- Analysis methods for S8LOCA - B&W 2.2.2a LOCA analysis time would divert resources frorn items of greater
- Revise strW! break LOCA model for compliance with potential safety impact, such as the preparation of

Appendix K - GE (A.12) revised operator procedures.
.

,.

2. - Small bieak LOCA analyses - plant specific Appendix K Apply revised methods from (1) above to each specific il Re<loing analyses for all plants would yield very little

catculations - W. CE plant in the way of insights to equipment or procedure

- Plant - specific calculations to show compliance with iniprovement.

10CFH50.46 - B&W 2.2b
- Plant - specific analysis with revised model - GE (A.13)

3. . - HCP pump trip - W Install an automatic trip of all RCPs on coincident til RCPs are an element of the principal success path Ior

- Automatic trip of RCPs - CE reactor trip and low pressurizer pressure. core heat removal. An automatic trip would constitute

- Automatic trip for RCPs during SSLOCA - installed a safety hazard since is could spuriously actuate.

asul operational - B&W 2.32a
- Supplemental Study the need for RCP trip (NRC.wendor action) 1 As discussed in the industry gr6up's evaluation of Action

Plan item II.K.1,it is important that the issue of pump
operation during transient and accident respome be pecmptly '*

resolved.Such studies as required to resolve this issue
should proceed hardware modifications.

4 ' - Two-phase natural circulation experirnents - W. CE Demonstrate first the continuation of naturall 11 Abundant analytical evidence irnplees that natural

- Experimental verification of twophase natural circulation as the loop conditions change from single circulation can be initiated and/or continued under

circulation - B&W 2.6.2a phase.Next demonstrate the initiation of natural twophase conditions 'spected for design basis events.

circulation,loitial tests should be conducted at the Confirmatory experiments are desirable on a not-to-

LOFT facility. interfers basis.

5. - Instrumentation to verify natural circulation - W. CE, Specify a set of instruments inew or emistingland the || Instrumentation currently installed is adequate to verify

| USW 2.62b necessary procedures to ensure that operators can verify natural circulation if interpreted correctly. Therefore

the oflectiveness of natural circulation. any additional work should be done on a not to4nterfere
l

basis.

|

|

|,

I

L
-
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TABLE Ill (Continued)
.

SCOPE AS VIEWED BY NSAC/AIF GROUP PRIORITY BASIS FOR PRIORITY
ITEM

6. - Confitmation of anticipatory trip- W Prowide verification or justification for not having antici- Il Will not impact core melt accident and all plants but

patory reactor trip on turbine trip at each condition two have the system.

(power level). (Note all W plants except Duke have this
trip but each plant has a specific power level set point.)

7. - Evaluation of elimination of PORV function -W.CE Conduct a study of the potential costs, benefits,and til Hewing PORV gives some protection against complete
loss of feedwater at C E plants with low head injection

hazards of elimination of PORV function.
pumps. B&W and W could use PORV to avoid litsing
code safety valves to deal with complete loss of feedwater.

8. ' - lleporting failuies and challenges of PORVs and Promptly report all failures and challenges of PORVs i An adverse industry trend in the performance on challenge

caleay walves - W and safety wolves in accordance.with NRC format, of these valves would have safety significance. However.
since there are other possible trends which could have

- 11epotsing future failures and challenges of PORVs addressee, and timing requirements.
equivalent significance this should not be a separate

and SVs - CE reporting item. Should cover by IE6. Costs would be
- flepos sing of futures and challenges to the PORV -

negheible for this item alone.
11&W 2.1.2c

- l'teporting of failures and challenges to safety wolves -
H&W 2.1.2e

- licpor ting of failures and challenges to SRVs - GE
(H.141

9. - Monitos ing controf board - W. CE Instruct operators to coroborate indications i Simple, no<ost item of obwsous significance (no cona sheet).

10. - Elvaluation of ef fects of coro flood tank injection on Evaluate the offectiveness of core ficod tank in lli The core flood tank does not mitigate the SBLOCA. B&W
has already completed the analysis (no cost sheet).

SbLOCAs - B&W 2.2.2c mitigating S8LOCAs

11. - Analysis of plant response to a SB which is isolated, causing As stated in item description. I Analysis completed by SmW (no cust sheet),

itCS reswessurisation and subsequent stuckopen PORV -
H&W 2.6.2c

12. - Analysis of plant response to a SD in the pressurizer As stated in item description. I Analyse. completed by B&W (no cost steet).

spsay line with a stuck-open spray line isolation valve -
,

D&W 2.G.2c

13. - Ewahiarion of ef fects of water slugs in piping caused As stated in item description. I Analysis compis ted by B&W (no cost sheet).

ley itP4 and CF T llows - B&W 2.6.2c

' 14. - Evaluation of HCP seal damage and feakage during a As stated in item description. I Analysis completed by B&W (no cost sheet).

SHLOCA - D&W 2.621

15. - Submit ined ctions for LOFT Test L3 G (HCPs runninel Predict SBLOCA flow rates at LOFT, dependent upon gli Analysis completed by B&W who does not feel that the

(Schedule f or per forming test not finahied) - B&W 2.6.2g operation of RCPs. tests are necessary (no cost sheetl.

1

I
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TABLE 111 (Continued)

|

| 1 TEM- SCOPE AS VIEWF~) BY NSAC/AIF GROUP PRIORITY BASl8 FOR PRIORITY

16. - Submit requested information on the effects of non- As stated in item description. 1 Analysis completed by B&W (no cost sheet).>

| condensible gases: (1) justification for omission of
sadiolytic decomposition as a source of noncondensible
gases and (2) werification of predicted condensetion
heat transfer degradation - B&W 2.6.2h

17. - Evaluation of mechanical offacts of slug-flow on steam As stated in item description. 8 Analysis completed by B&W (no cost sheeit,
generator tubes - B&W 2.6.2i

18. - Impact of | Action Plan] recommendations - GE 18.15) Review the impact (welue, horard, and priority) of all i This item is an important concern and should be compieted
action items on plant safety and reliability, for all NHC action plan items belore so order to implement

'

ALL'UF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS APPLY TO GE ONLY * is issued ino cost sheet).

19. (A.31 Spurious isolation of HPCI and RCIC Modify pipe tweak detection circuitry se pressure spikes i GE has determined that a time delay of from 3 to 5 secoemts .

resulting from HPCI and RCIC initiation will not cause will eliminate spurious isolation and yea does not degrade the
Isolation safety function of the isolation signal.

20. (A.5) Identify water source prior to manual ADS Emergency procedures should include verification that a il Revised operator procedures already specify that low pressure
source of cooling water such as core spray, LPCI, or ECCS should be on prior to enanual ADS.
feedwater be available prior to manual actiation of ADS

21. (A.6)' Haport of'outageof ECC systems Licensees should submit a report with detailed outage il Low cost.
dates, causes, and length of outages for all ECC systems
over the last five years of operatices

22. ( A.10) Hestart of core spray and LPCI on low level Modify core spray and LPCI logic to restart automatically 11 Keeping adequate water in vessel to avoid fuel rupture is a
of ter being manually stopped on loss of water levelif an fundamental requirement and should be assured automatically;
initiation signalis still present operator should be backup. NRC proposal may not be the

,

best way to do it and could introduce hasards by interfering
with other system functions.

23. (A.111 Hevised emergency procedures All operators should, as a minimum, be required to read ill Inadequate for critical procedure changes with great safety
all emergency procedures that have been implemented impact. Suitable training briefings could be established
or modified since their previous shif t.. under I.C.2 For other changes this NRC proposalis a

reasonable, common s'.cse approach but does not belong
in the Action Plan since the effect on safety is minimal.
Low cost; easy to do.

24. ( A.15) Depiessurization with other than ADS Analyses are seguired to suppori depressurization modes it Analyses have already bosn submitted for selected plants on

other than full actuation of the ADS leo reduce stresses the depressurization response of the BWH with the opening of
due to rapid cooldown) a small number of relief wolves.

' Note: Cost estimates for B&O task force BWR recommendations have been completed only for items A.12 and A.13. Cost estimates for the other recommendations aie being prepared amw by GE arut BWil
utilities azul will be available by 2/22/80 through GE.

.

O
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TABLE Ill (Continued)

!=

. ITEtA SCOPE AS VIEWED BY NSAC/AIF GROUP PRIORITY BASIS FOR PRIORITY

25. ( A.17) Mectwison concerns GE should provide a response to the Michelson concerns 11 Not high priority. The questions Michelson posed for

as they relate to BWRs PWRs are not generally applicable to SWRs.

7ti. 10.1) Automatic switchover of RCIC suction Switchower of RCIC suction from the condensate storage ill Not high priority. No credet is taken in ECCS analysis for

tank to the suppsession pool should be automatic on low the operation of RCIC.The current plant design for ate

condensate storage tank lowel. Until implemented. HPCI and RCIC satisfies all current safety criteria. Little

licenses should verify that clear and cogent procedures reduction in risk would be achieved.

for rnanual switchower exist.

21. (B.2) Central water level recosding All BWRs should haws the capability to record vessel || All information needed on RPV water level iollowing a

water level over the range from the top of the vessel dome transient or accident is adequately displayett for requised'
-

to the lowest pressure tap. Recorders should start . operator action.

automatically on reactor trip signal.

23. (B.5) Use of RHR for iuel pool cooling Fuel pool cooling systems should be self-sulficient to ill Not required. The fuel pool is alseaoy equipped with a

avoid boiling and , hence, a steam environment for some fuel pool cooling system. Uw of RHR for supplemental

auxiliary systems when RHR is required by safety fuel pool cooling is rarely,if every, used. Any requirements

systems. GE should perf orm a risk assessment, can be handled by procedures which would not reduce
ultimate plant flemibility.

29. (D.9) Test progsam for SBLOCA model worification Appropriate test ps ograms should be developed for the .I For the current SBLOCA model one test has alseady been

purpose of verifying the BWR smalI4 weak LOCA models. performed and the remainder has been committed to be

The statf requires protest predictions of future programs. pasformed prior to 3/31/80. The need for model revisions
has not been demonstrated.

.

.
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CATEGORY D

SCOPE STATEMENTS AND l
PRIORITY EVALUATION SUMMARIES

(IN ORDER OF PRIORITY)

!
t

.

Number Title
i

II.B.4 Degraded Core -Training <

II.E 4.4 Containment Purge

II.K.1 IE Bulletins on Measures to Mitigate Small L

Break LOCA's and Loss of Feedwater Accidents

II.E.1.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability
-

,

II.E.2.3 Treatment of Uncertainties in ECCS Perfor-
mance Predictions for Small Break LOCA's

II.B.7 Containment Inerting

II.B.9 Conceptual Designs for the Mitigation of
Severe Core Accidents

,

II.E.4.3 Gross Containment Integrity Check,

II.D.4 Automatic Closure of PORV Block Valve

I

.

h

|
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II.B.4. Degraded Core-Training

SCOPE (clarification based entirely on NRC discussions)
.

,

A training program will be developed to instruct operators on
the use of safety and non-safety systems to control and ,

mitigate accidents. The program emphasis will be on
recognizing sym? toms and dealing with them using a selection of
systems and metaods rather than attempting to diagnose the
transient or condition and using a single prescriptive
procedure. The objective is for the operator to prevent the
transient from proceeding any further, regardless of the
present plant condition. The p~rogram should emphasize a total ,

.cnowledge of all instruments, equipment, and systems that can :

be used to implement basic safety functions. The program will ,

then be Tmplemented. ,

i

PRIORITY EVALUATION _

This task is judged to be Priority I.

|The enhanced operator capability for dealing with off-normal
events has the potential for affecting all accidents, thus ;

providing additional safety margins to plant operation. The
philosophy of this training program, i.e., its emphasis on
recognizing sym? toms and dealing with them using a selection of

,

systems and met:1ods rather than simply attempting to diagnose i

the transient or condition and using a single prescriptive
procedure, will provide the operator with an additional
analytical tool and should enable him to react in a more timely
manner to an off-normal event. It therefore has the potential
for minimizing both the duration and the consequences of all
accidents. Its inclusion in the periodic retraining program
will increase its potential for effectiveness.

|

D-2,
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II.E.4.4. Containment Purge

SCOPE STATEMENT (condensation of NRC description) '

The NRC had previously identified some operating restrictions
on the venting and purging systems of plants with operating

,

licenses.* Operating License applicants will be required to i

adopt the interim NRC measures subject to continuing NRC '

studies on the subjects of operator versus public ALARA dose
considerations and LOCA analyses with open purge valves. In !

particular, applicants must: ;;

:

1. Restrict purging in.accordance with their own evaluations of
ALARA cons-iderations (to be reviewed by NRC and compared
against the NRC's analysis) ;

;

2. Provide a test and analysis program to substantiate the |claim of purge valve closure against DBA pressures. '

3. Implemiht, where necessary, NRC interim measures to assure f
valve operability (including blocking valves partially
closed to facilitate closing against DBA pressures and |
assuring that all signals to close the valves cannot be
simultaneously bypassed)

4. Adopt future measures that result from the NRC's study

e For some plants this has meant a reduction in allowable purge !

; times with potential increases in radiation, temperature, and :-

humidity levels within containment. ;

;

PRIORITY EVALUATION !

'
,

i This item is significant for accidents in which radioactivity |
could potentially be released to the containment. For these ;

scenarios, valve operability is essential to control releases |
to the environs. The NRC has previously established guidelines '

and interim requirements for operating plants related to j
assuring valve operability and containment isolation, which go |
back as far as 1978. Because of the significance of adequate ;

containment isolation under accident scenarios, the portions of !

this item related to containment integrity and valve
:

operability are judged to be Priority I.

It is felt that the balancing of in-plant and off-site ALARA
considerations with consideration of post-LOCA implications ,

during purging is worthy of a great deal more NRC attention. '

It is highly undesirable to limit allowable purging durations i

arbitrarily based on offsite considerations alone. A major :
effort is required to balance (1)a realistic calculation of |

probable off-site doses due to purging during normal operation ;
e

h
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I

against [YTthe radiation received by plant personnel due to |

only limited purging and the increased equipment failure risk
and required maintainence because of the effects of continual
higher pressure, temperature, and humidity inside containment.
Since interim guidance is already available, it will not be
necessary to delay the issuance of plant licenses for this
consideration.

Therefore, the NRC balancing evaluations should continue as a
Priority I effort, but the interim guidance should be
sufficient to continue operation on the assumption that the
balancing study is completed during 1980.

|

|

:

i

.

i

I

!
- t

i

.

1

i
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II.K.1 IE Bulletins on Measures to Miti? ate Smal. Break LOCAs
and Loss-or-Feeawate r Accidents

SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensed from NRC Statement i
!

Near term operating license applicants will evaluate their !

plants' compliance to certain IE bulletins and take any i

necessary corrective actions prior to fuel loading. !

The following statement is a condensation of the major points
contained in the bulletins; the bulletins include the 79-05
series, the 79-06 series, and 79-08 (for BWRs). The actions !

inciude:
.

1. Assess the adequacy of the plant to safely terminate .

cooldown transients similar to TMI-2. l

2. Ensure that PWR plant operating procedures cover actions
to prevent void formation, to recognize voids if they ,

occur, and to maintain core cooling in the presence of
voids.

3. Avoid overriding engineered saf eguards actions without
due cause.

4. Review the status of all safety ' systems and radioactive
fluid transfer systems to ensure they will respond
properly to challenges.

5. Implement procedures to ensure proper functioning of the
auxiliary feedwater system and containment isolation,
and to ensure proper indication of an open PORV safety
relief valve.

!

6. Review and modify as necessary maintenance, test, and
reporting procedures to ensure adherence to all plant
tech specs.

7. Evaluate the necessity for providing an automatic trip
for the reactor coolant pumps during small breaks.

8. Establish an anticipatory reactor trip based on loss of
main feedwater or turbine trip.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

The impact of imposing the bulletins issued soon after the
TMI-2 accident on other plants that are soon to be operated
appears to be positive in terms of. assuring better safety
system operability and better-prepared plant operators. These
bulletins could affect the handling of most significant plant
transients, but appear to be especially effective in helping in
the recognition and handling of possibie local void formation.

i

'
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Caution needs to be exercised that plant operators are not
overburdened with detailed procedures but that they better
understand basic safety principles and how they can be applied' ,

! through the proper use of installed systems. Also, :
reevaluation should be made of always requiring anticipatory |
trips based on certain secondary, system upsets. Such action '

appears to overly and unnecessarily exercise the reactor tr.ip i

system and the entire NSS with the attendant rapid thermal
change. !

Of most importance is the need to eliminate the confusion '

| surrounding the issue of whether to keep the reactor coolant
- pumps running during certain transients. This is an example of !

attempting to solve a generic safety function problem by using !

a simplistic prescriptive directive. The need to shut down
pumps (LE at all) is clearly a function of the plant design and

! the transient condition. The instruction for the operator
needs to reflect considered analysis as well as the plant
design features and the transient. The present situation has :
caused a great deal of uncertainty and has significantly
contributed to less safe conditions.

t

The cost of implementing these bulletins is variable depending
on plant status and whether the ideas have already been ,

incorporated under other directives, but in any case it appears i

not to be high.

This action is judged to be Priori,ty I with the understanding
that implementation of reactor coolant pump trip and continued '

use of an anticipatory trip need detailed analyses equivalent
,

to a Priority I effort prior to any effort to further implement |
these items.

!
,

|

!

l
:
:

|
.

h

;-

i
~

!

!

L

:
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II.E.1.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability

SCOPE STATEMENT .

Condensation of NRC Description
Each OL licensee and OL applicant will be asked to reevaluate |
its (PWR) auxiliary feedwater system. The evaluation will :

include: (1) performance of. qualitative reliability analyses !

using event tree and fault tree logic techniques to determine ;
,

potential failures under various loss of main feedwater !

!conditions, (2) a deterministic review of the auxiliary
feedwater system, and (3) a reevalution of the system flow !

design bases and criteria. .

;
;

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion t

Ine intent or tne stuay is to icentity potential weaknesses in ,

the system, possible failure modes, and situations where <

component response is improperly dependent on other actions or |
conditions. ;

i
iPRIORITY EVALUATION
i

Although not all core damage sequences are affected by the |
performance of the AFW system, many of the more likely
transient events rely on the AFW system to provide a heat sink
as an initial part of transient termination. Furthermare, a j

deterministic review cf the system design coupled with !

qualitative reliability analyses should provide a system that !

i

| is extremely reliable for the more common of the anticipated '

|
- loss-of-feedwater events. ;

;

These advantages result in a judgment that this is a Priority I.

i

i

!

|

;

1

i

?
,

.t
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II.E.2.3. Treatment of Uncertainties in
ECCS Performance Predictions for Small Break LOCAs

SCOPE STATEMENT (clarification based on NRC discussion)

Many conservative assumptions are used in making small break
LOCA calculations that may introduce significant uncertainties
or inaccuracies -- in part due to the fact that the analyses
are based on models established for large breaks. An
assessment will be made on how to specifically adjust an
. equally detailed set of methods called for in Appendix K of
10CFR50 so that an equally detailed set of methods is
understood and made available for small break analyses. These
methods will properly account for the assumptions so that the
acceptability of ECCS performance is assured for these breaks.

'-

The NRC will request a reevaluation of the models used to
'

establish better assumptions. The NRC will evaluate these
results and recommend changes to the NRC regulations and
guidelines.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

This task is judged to be a Priority II effort.

The performance of this task is expected to result in a more
precise evaluation of ECCS performance during small break LOCA
events. The likelihood for it leading to significant changes
in requirements of ECCS performance to mitigate these accidents
is judged to be low. Its potential impact on accidents is
limited to small break LOCAs and to SRV (for BWRs) and PORV
(for PWRs) events. Present confidence in the conservatism of
the current calculational techniques and the adequacy of ECC
systems supports the need to proceed with this study on an
as-available basis.

D-S
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II. B.7. Containment Inerting|

SCOPE STATEMENT
'

;

Condensation of NRC Description
;

containment integrity needs to De ensured even in the event of,

'

a hydrogen burn during a postulated severe accident involving ;

extensive reaction between fuel cladding and reactor coolant
water. The NRC will require the inerting of BWR Mark I and
Mark II containments. !

!

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion |

Other licensees will need to evaluate their containments for
handling a. postulated hydrogen burn--especially those with Mark
III and ic'e condenser-containments. Although all structures
may not require inerting, it may be necessary to use other
systems, features, and procedures to cope with hydrogen
generation.

.

The assumptions, criteria, and source terms will be specified
in part by the NRC but will mostly result from mutual agreement ;

between the NRC and industry.

Alternative Scope Statement
:

An evaluation of the above scope statements led to the
conclusion that it would difficult to prove a plant safety

; improvement through changes based on information presently :

,

available. Therefore the following evaluation is based solely ;

on the alternative scope statement presented below: j
Containment integrity needs to be ensured. A study will be :performed by the NRC to assess reasonable but postulated ,

conditions under which to evaluate the extent of hydrogen !
f

generation, the credit to be taken for preventive features,
and any containment features that may be needed to meet this ;
goal. j

PRIORITY EVALUATION |

The concept of containment inerting is a mitigating factor to'

be available on the assumption that preventive measures to
eliminate hydrogen production have failed. The requirement for
studies on how to handle hydrogen production is being applied
primarily to small containment structures and those of
relatively low design pressure. '

In considering inerting, it needs to'be recognized that it !
would eliminate access to the containment during o?eration and

,

could cut down on the available access time at eacL1 end of an 1

outage. This loss of access would eliminate the highly

1

1

!

;

e |

'
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; desirable flexibility of the plant operators to quickly enter ,

! containment to investigate--and possibly correct--malfunctions
'

in equipment located there. Inerting significantly increases ,

risk to personnel even when the containment has been ventilated
'

in preparation for personnel entry because of the possibility ||

of incomplete purging. (At least one fatality has occurred in '

| such a case.) |

i
,

The study should include detailed consideration of aspects .| associated with hydrogen accumulation and coping with !'

consequences of a rapid burn so that alternatives can be,

properly balanced. t

'

,

This study is judged to be Priority II. Although not included !
in this evaluation explicitly, the order to inert Mark I and II
containments is judged to be Priority III with the
understanding that any consideration of inerting containment; .

'

,

'

; or evalia~ ting other containment types for possible inerting
will be incorporated in the rulemaling process indicated in i

i II.B.8 of NUREG-0660 (draft 2). :

!
,

!

i

;.

|

i

i i

!

,

i

|

1

|

|
\

|

|
*

i
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II. B.9 Conceptual Dosigns for the Mitigation of'

Severe Core Accidents i
'

!

fSCOPE STATEMENT
|=

Condensation of NRC Description
i i
| The NRC will determine whether each licensee having a Cp or OL i

! should provide conceptual designs for (1) a filtered vented
: containment, and (2) a core retention system for its plant. ,

The NRC will select licensees to perform studies of such i!

systems. These studies will be analyzed by the NRC to !

j determine if safety improvements can be achieved, if additional !
-

hazards are introduced, and the validity of the design basis. I

Clarific'ation Based on NRC Discussions !
!-

Credit is expected to be.given for certain types of foundations !

if direct air and drinking water pathways are not significantly |
affected. Licensees will investigate both passive and active i,

core retention systems that either provide a significant delay |
in containment penetration or permanently retain core debris j

inside containment. The analysis will address related effects |
i in containment, including pressure, temperature, and hydrogen :

I and other gas concentrations. Radiological releases above and !
below ground will be estimated. The study will include a |
conceptual design for each system to the extent that sizing ;

calculations and general arrangements are completed for at |3

1 east a class of closely related plants, if not for individual i

plants. |.

;

|
Criteria, assumptions, and procedures for performing the study i

; will be decided upon mutually between the NRC and industry. j
The results of this study will be used to establish design !i

j criteria and design requirements. |
i

Alternative Scope Statement j;

An evaluation of the above scope statements led to the f
i conclusion that the proposed study went well beyond what is j;

called for at this stage. A better understanding' of the whole |
problem and its implications for all plant systems is needed !

first. Therefore the evaluation of the item is based solely on i

i the following scope statement:
!

;

'The NRC will have studies performed on conceptual designs '

for (1) a filtered, vented containment, and (2) a core
retention system for one or nore typical plants. These
studies will be analyzed by the NRC to determine if safetyi

|- improvements can be achieved, what additional hazards are
I introduced, and the validity of the design basis. The' study i

will include consideration of all related preventive

!

I
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features, but will not extend to the level of sizing
calculatiams or specific arrangement drawings.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

Providing a filtered, vented containment system (FVCS) to vent
containment atmosphere through a massive filter might reduce

!

the likelihood of large releases of airborne radioactivity and'

a core retention system might reduce the likelihood of releases
to the ground. The basic question here is whether such
additions, if they could achieve the stated objective, are

i needed. WASH 1400 indicated very small risks to the public
from reactor accidents; if this view is generally credible, and
the group believes that it is, a value impact analysis should .

be performed to indicate whether such devices can be
justified. NUREG 0438, containing the combined reviews of many
safety experts, proposed that research be done to provide a
better understanding of what could be achieved by a FVCS. The
same study also found the addition of a core retention system
to be must less worthy of pursuit because any expected public
consequences would be very low. s

r

It is recognized that certain 7olitical forces are being (
applied to make some visible changes related to the issue of ,

;core melting and the potential release of significant
radioactive material for reactors in a few highly populated i

areas. In this intense atmosphere, care must be exercised to
establish logical, coherent. justification for actions to be
implemented on plants in operation or in advanced construction |

stages. A study appears to be a reasonable step at this point i

to better understand the need for such systems and to identify [
| the constraints required because of other safety requirements. ;

:

The performance of a study (as described in the alternative |
scope statement) is supported for both the FVCS and the core

| retention system. This evaluation should include feasibility
'

analyses and related research on materials behavior to be
completed before consideration is given to implementing any

| system. For example, extensive studies by NSAC have shown that ;

even in the event of an assumed melt through of the core and ;
;

conservative assumptions on the subsequent interact-lon of thel
,

'

melt with the base mat, penetration of the concrete is not
predicted. Furthermore, even if the core were assumed to melt
through, nearly all plants are sited on material that would
prevent any short term paths to drinking water and should thus |

permit effective interdiction of water pathways. The study
should place considerable emphasis on preventive features that |

.

are related to any postulated transient considered.
'

l

As indicated above, WASH-1400 indicates that the risks to the
public from commercial LWRs are already very small compared to
other societal hazards. An acceptable level of risk should be ,

!established. It is believed that a realistic yardstick,
;

e

i
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considering alternate methods for generating electricity, will
show that current reactor designs are acceptable without major
new and untested safety system.. Having established anc

acceptable level of risk, it would be constructive to assess
alternative safety systems using a value impact analysis.
The study of these two concepts is judged to be Priority II
based on the understanding that this evaluation was done for
the alternate scope given above and that such studies be made a
part of the rulemaking process indicated in II.B.9 of
NUREG-0660 (draft 2).

,

!

l
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II.E.4.3 Gross Containment Integrity Che,ck
SCOPE STATEMENT

Condensation of NRC Description
The NRG will develop criteria for determining c
integrity by performing a low pressure, short durationtainment
after each cold shutdown. The purpose of the test on test
large openings prior to proceeding to power operatiis to detect

on.
Clarification Based on NRC D_iscussion
Tha test would be on the containmentspecific penetrations.

If the containment has an activeitself and not directed atinerting system, no additional testing would be required
Consideration is being given to specifying a maximum
permissible makeup rate equivalent to an indication of an

.

opening one to two inches in diameter.
PRIORITY EVALUATION

is to ensure that no large openings exist in the priThe purpose in performing a gross containment integrity check
containment prior to going to pcwer operation mary
anticipated that a relatively short It is.

comprehensive integrated leak test is not used.used for this purpose following thos,e outages where thlow-pressure test can be|

e more
provides assurance of reasonable leak tightness in the e

,

' The test
radioactivity is released to the containment atmosphervent

No special test of this type needs to be perform d f
e.

subatmospheric or inerted containments because these syste or
automatically perform the desired. function ems
The concept

.

implementation will require demonstratiaffords significant risk reduction.The actual
using the containment of an operating plant.on of its effectiveness
needs to be judged based on size of hole, time taken fEffectiveness
outage, pressure required, and any other adverse or delrom the
effect on normal operations to bring the plant back to paying
It is important to keep the time required to about t
and the peak pressure under 4 psi to not unnecess~arily

ower.
welve hoursthe containment system.

stress

thorough, feasibility study be performedThe importance of this idea dictates that a singlebut

This is judged to be Priority I. carried out on one or two plants for demo,nstration purposes,
,,

and if sucessful!

method is successfully completed, When demonstration of the
.

phases) should then proceed as a Priority I effortconsidered as Priority III during the study and demonstimplementation (which isrationrelatively high cost
in installing the nece(ssary systems) requiin terms of time to perform the test and

The.

sequence be followed rather than hastily proceeding withres that this'

implementation phase. the

o
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II.D.4 Automatic Closure of the PCRV Block Valve

SCOPE STATEMENT

Licensees will install controls to automatically close the PORV|

block valve upon low RCS pressure.

PRIORITY EVALUATION
'

This action item is judged to have both positive and negative
contributions to safety, with the overall contribution being
negative. Automatic closure of the block valve would be an
effective preventive measure in only one specific accident
sequence, 'aut could be a detrimental measure in many accident
sequences. For example, the operator may wish to quickly ;

depressur.ize the system to permit operation of a lower presure
'

injection system. In addition, automatic closure denies the
operator the control of a valuable and useful operating system,
and could be a very confusing and unexpected action in an -

off-normal or accident situation.
.

Inadvertent actuation of this system could be an initiator of
new accident sequences. The need for this system is minimized
by the requirement for positive FORV position indication, by a
number of training and procedural items in the Action Plan and i

by the intense awareness of the function of the PORV whicb has
been generated in the last year. ,

This is judged to be a Category III item and it is cecommended
that this action item be deleted as being contrary to overall

'

safe operation until the above evaluation is performed. !
1

.

!

x
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CATEGORY E -
i

I

SCOPE STATEMENTS AND
PRIORITY EVALUATIONS

(IN ORDER OF PRIORITY)
c

J

Number Title

III.D.1.2 Improved Vent Gas Systems

III.D.l.6 Radioiodine Adsorber Criteria

III.A.1.-7 Maintain Supplies of Thyroid Blocking Agent
(Potassium Iodide)

III.D.3.3 In-plant Radiation Monitoring (Partial) ,

'

III.D.1.3 Secondary Systems

III.D.1.5 Auxiliary and Radwaste Building Ventilation

- III.D.2.4 Offsite Dose Measurements

III.D.3.5 Radiation Worker Exposure Data Base

III.D.3.2 Health Physics Improvements

III.D.2.3 Liquid Pathway Radiological Control ;

'

III.D.2.5 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

III.D.2.1 Radiological Monitoring of Effluents

,

>

.

$

i
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III.D.1.2 Improved Vent-Gas Systems

'

!
'

SCOPE STATEMENT

| Condensation of NRC Description and Schedule i

The post-accident releases from the gaseous radwaste
system at TMI and the event at North Anna Unit 1 have
convinced the NRC that the need exists to evaluat'e
both the existing acceptance criteria for the design;

of vent-gas systems and the need for requiring leak |

! detection systems. The NRC plans to issue additional
'

criteria, as appropriate, by April 1980, with a drafti
-

revision of Standard Review Plan 11.3 to follow by
July 1980.

I

In parallel, licensees will conduct initial evalua- !

tions considering provisions for over-pressure pro-
tection, flow restrictions, system and relief. valve ;

discharge points,~and degree of filtration. Final
review will be required after additional criteria are'

established by NRC. The licensees are to complete
evaluations, provide system descriptions, and submit
schedules for modifications by September 1980. NRC
will review these in September 1980. Final modifica-
tions are to be completed by July 1981.

Alternative Scope Statement

The evaluation team examined the concerns expressed
in this Action Item and the objectives of the re-
quired review and determined that this item is ;
applicable only to PWRs.

s

The action discussed with NRC
representatives does not consider providing a perma-
nently installed path to vent this system to contain-
ment. Such a path should be considered by licensees
in their evaluations; costs related to this modifica-
tion are included in the cost estimate.

;
;

PRIORITY EVALUATION

The schedule proposed by the NRC is unrealistic since
'

i

the NRC review apparantly has not yet started and it :

is unlikely that NRC guidance will be issued by April !

1980. It is also unlikely that the NRC will be able .|
'

to review all operating plant submittals in September
1980 to allow completion of modifications by July
1981. A more realistic schedule has been estimated. i

/This schedule assumes the NRC will issue initial ;

guidance in June 1980, evaluations by licensees will. |
be submitted in October 1980 and modifications will
be completed by September 1981. i

|

$
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The priority of this task was established assuming ;

that the leak reduction program required by-NUREG- |

0578, item 2.1.6.a and the containment isolation
modifications required by NUREG-0578 item 2.1.4 have i

be accomplished. The probability is low that the F

review and notential modifications to this system
would substantially reduce any further the doses from
any accidents because of the reviews required by .

!NUREG-0 578. However, a detailed review of the as-
built system to assure the capability to contain
potential post-accident activity could result in some
dose reduction where design or construction problems
are found.

,

On some operating plants, the installation of a path
to vent this system to the containment may provide
additional assurance that post-accident activity will
be contained and should be considered as part of the
system evaluation. *

The cost of the evaluation and the resulting modifi-
cations to the vent gas-systems do not appear prohib-
itive. Because some moderate reduction in risk could_
occur as a result, this task should proceed on a
schedule consistent with available resources but not
to interfere with those tasks required to be done on
a high priority basis. This item is thus judged to

- be Priority II. -

,
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III.D.1.6 Radiciodine Adsorber Criteria

SCOPE STATEMENT

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion

Licensees will be required to upgrade charcoal
adsorbers (at the earliest change out) and implement
surveillance testing programs for all filtration
systems. The impact of this item is twofold: it will i

4

require the use of TEDA or equivalent impregnated *

charcoal and will further require new surveillance
requirements for non-ESF filtration systems. Further

,

research by NRC on charcoal adsorber performance may *

impact licensees at a later date.

Discussions with NRC staff indicated: >

e,

1. TEDA availability is unclear due to potential
,

patent concerns.

2. Availability of TEDA equivalent charcoal impregnant
is unknown.

.

Alternative Scope Statement !
(

.

The following assumptions were made to complete the I

scope: ;

:
:1. TEDA impregnated charcoal is available at little

additional cost, but its use is protected by pa. tent j
and would involve unknown royalty payments (which !

cannot be estimated and are not included in this ;

evaluation.) !

2. Plants under construction generally have
surveillance testing capability. ' Operating plants ;

will need to make provisions for surveillance !

testing capability. Conceivably, this could ,

involve installation of injection and sample ports, ,

instruments, distribution vanes, temporary test !
rigs, sample cannisters, etc. !

|

PRIORITY SUMMARY

The NRC schedule is unrealistic due to the time necessary to ;

generate criteria, tech specs, etc., and install equipment. i

The likelihood of success for degraded core conditions is only
moderate since noble gases are not impacted, charcoal may

,

still be degraded, and non-ESF filter trains may not impact
the rel' ease path depending on the accident sequence. 3

'
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Minimal new hazards are involved, primarily radiation
exposures due to increased testing and surveillance.
The overall risk reduction is judged to be low as discussed
above. Additional factors affecting this judgment include NRC
requirements to avoid degraded core cooling, assure
containment isolation, provide better plant monitoring, and
reduce leakage. At TMI the iodine releases to the environment
were low even though effluent adsorbers were apparently
relatively ineffective since iodine tended to remain in
solution and/or plate out on surfaces inside the plant.
Overall priority for this item was judged to be Priority II,

'

based,on the philosophy that systems should be properly ,

maintained. Note that this item reinforces the requirements
of Regulatory Guide 1.140.

.
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III.A.1.3 Maintain Supplies of Thyroid
Blocking Agent (Potassium Iodide)

SCOPE STATEMENT :

The licensees, by March 1981, will purchase and main- ;
tai ~n a stock of potassium iodide sufficient for staff 1

and all response personnel on site.

PRIORITY EVALUATION
;

I This analysis assumes that the programs required by
NUREG-0578 to reduce the likelihood of a major acci-
dent and mitigate its consequences have been accom-
plished.

Essentially all major accident recovery sequences are !;

! likely to involve some worker exposure to airborne
radioiodine, although more include exposures in
excess of established dose limits. Potassium iodine
use is likely to give some reduction in the thyroid

.

dose for workers exposed to radioiodines, which would '

be of particula'r benefit in the unlikely event an
uncontrolled exposure occurs. Post-accident health
physics procedures minimize this possibility. I

The potential hazard associated with the use of
potassium iodine is that it could possibly be found
to have, or claimed to have, adverse health effects;
but this should be of minor concern since it has been
used previously and its use will be endorsed by the
appropriate governmental agencies.

Because this item could result in a slight reduction
of risk, to plant workers with a very low cost, it is
judged to be Priority II.

l
!
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III.D.3.3 Inplant Radiation Monitoring

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Description

I
NUREG-0578, 2.1.8.c and 2.1.6.a required OL's and
NTOL's to implement radiciodine sampling capability and
to identify vital areas for access after a major
accident. The NRC will issue requirements for area
radiation monitors for vital post accident access

'

areas, a rule change for radiation monitor calibration,
and a Regulatory Guide for calibration of iodine
sampling equipment. OL's and NTOL's must add area
monitors for vital post accident access and provide a 1

low background iodine sample analysis area.

Classification Based on NRC Discussion

Discussion with NRC representatives indicated the
following:-

Monitors are to be gross gamma sensitive and widea.
range (normal plus accidents). ;

b. Upper scale may be based on TID accident sources.
and realistic pathway analysis.

c. Remote readout is required but not necessarily in
the control room.

-
i

d. Monitors are not intended to replace health physics
coverage but will aid in planning post accident
access.

Alternative Scope Description

It was assumed that 10 non-safety grade monitors will
be required per plant. Also, it was assumed that a
suitable low bac4 ground counting area will be available
at each plant for general chemical / health physics needs
and, thus, was excluded from this scope.

PRIORITY SUMMARY

The broad range radiation monitors may be of assistance in
planning post-accident access, but actual access monitoring
would be controlled by normal health physics procedures.

* E-
s
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.,

Also, these monitors would not be part of the systems designed
to monitor or control plant effluents and public radiation ,

exposure. Therefore, their action items will have no accident
sequence impact. The likelihood of success is zero, since
even if implementation is successful there is no resulting
impact on the health and safety of the public.

New hazards include worker doses for installation and >

maintenance and the potential for less " worker access caution"
due to a tendency to rely excessively on permanent monitors.
These hazards are judged to be minor.

The hardware is catalog equipment with 14 months for *

specification and delivery. Installation will require -

3-9 mohths depending on labor and outage schedules. Overall
risk reduction is zero for the public and low to moderate for :

workers. Licensee costs are~ expected to be $10k/ monitor and |
$10k/ monitor installation plus 12 man-months for engineering.

'

New calibration requirements for plant samplers and monitors
are expected to cost $10K/yr for technician labor.

Although there is no public risk reduction, this item should ,

be considered for implementation due to'the added worker
benefit, even though this is low. Other NRC requirements for i

: post accident safety grad,e containment radiation monitors have '

burdened suppliers to the point that delivery time is ,

approximately one year.

It was therefore judged that the requirement for access
monitors should be Priority II to avoid impact on

'

implementation of safety grade accident monitors in
containments.

,

9
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III.D.1.3 Secondary Systems

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Descriution
'

Licensees and operating license applicants with PWRs must
evaluate primary-to-secondary side leakage and subsequent :

radioactivity leakage from the secondary system to build-
'

ings outside containment. This evaluation must include
radiological hazards to workers and the public which could
result from a major accident. Licensees and applicants
must make modifications to reduce those hazards, as
appropriate, based on the results of these evaluations.
. . .

Schedule

Issue requirements March 1980NRC -

- Evaluate responses and issue Sept. 1980
regulatory position

- IE complete inspections Dec. 1980
- NRR revise Standard Review July 1982
Plan

Licensee - Evaluations complete April 15, 1980 ;
'

- Modifications complete July 1, 1981

PRIORITY EVALUATION

The NRC proposed sch'edule outlined above is not realistic in-that
insufficient time is provided for the NRC to establish requirements '

and for the licensees to perform evaluations. A more realistic-
schedule is for the NRC to issue requirements by July 1980,
licensees complete evaluations by April 1981 (after the NRC issues
its regulatory position) and licensees complete modifications by
April 1982.

Lelated to this Action Plan item, the NRC has internally developed :

:he following concerns:

a) Will the lack of shielding make any key equipment inaccessible?

b) Are equipment drains piped so that leakage on the floor would
be minimized?

Do plants have the capability to pump the turbine building sumpc) to the normal radwaste system (likely to be required by NRC)?

d) Are all gaseous and liquid discharge points monitored?

e) Is liquid radwaste capacity adequate to handle secondary side
'

I leakage?
i

| f) Is the condensate storage tank likely to become a radiation
- ha:ard or a source of radioactive effluents?

I

g) 'Is the turbine, building ventilation system adequate?-

,
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The evaluation team further assumed the following:

1) Source terms as specified in NUREG-0578 for primary side.

2) Technical specification limiting values for primary-to-
secondary side leakage.

3) Realistic leak rates for secondary side systems airborne and
liquid leakage.

4) The evaluation is not intended to be a detailed analysis, but
rather an evaluation of primary-to-secondary' leakage impacts on
plant access and releases.

Despite these clarifying concerns and assumptions the total scope
of this task remains vague, and a broad range of potential
modifications are possible. The probable required modification is
to provide a path from the turbine building symp system to the
radwaste system. A less likely requirement is to install air
ejector filters. These modifications are included in the un-
certainty in the cost estimate. More extreme modifications are
possible but not considered likely enough to include in the estimates.-

TheexperienceatThI-2demonstratedthatsecondarysideradio-
logical sources were not a major contributor to public doses .

despite the fact that the secondary system was used to cool the
primary system for a protracted period.

The intent of this task is to cause design modifications in oper-
oner,ating and OL stage plants to reduce post-accident worker and
p6b11c design base dose levels below established limits , i.e. , to
apply post-accident ALARA design considerations. Although the
concept may be valid, the degree of reduction and the criteria
for evaluation are not defined. Before meaningful evaluations and
cost-effective modifications can be accomplished, the NRC must
establish clear regulatory guidance for post-accident conditions in
an analogous manner to the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide
8.8 for routine operation.

This task should be deferred until the goals are more specifically
defined and is, therefore, judged to be Priority III.

\

|
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III.D.1.5 Auxiliary and Radwaste Building

Ventilation

SCOPE STATEMENT
.

NRC Description

Licensees and ope?;ating license applicants with PWRs
must perform studies and make modifications
based on these studies to improve the control of
airborne radioactive leakage within the auxiliary
and radwaste buildings and provide for the collec-
tion and processing of airborne radioactive parti-
culates and radiciodines prior to release to the
environment.

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion

Discussions with NRC staff indicated:

(1) Impregnated charcoal adsorbers must be
provided for treatment of exhaust air
from those portions of the auxiliary
building postulated to contain highly .

radioactive fluids. The exhaust air
from the entire auxiliary building need
not be filtered.

(2) The filtration is only required under
accident con'ditions (e.g. , diverson
of air flow on a high radiation signal
as opposed to continuous filtration
during normal operation is acceptable).

(3) Filtration systems need not be safety
grade.

Alternative Scope Statement

Based on the above, the following assumpticas were made
to complete the scope:

(1) Systems containing radioactive fluid are
as defined in licensee January, 1980 sub-
mittals (NUREG-0578 - 2.1.6.a).

(2) Realistic leakage rates are to be used
based on the leakage rate reduction pro-
gram (NUREG-0578 - 2.1.6.a).

(3) Plants without charcoal adsorption capa-
bility in the Auxiliary Building would
have to backfit systems o f 50,000 -
100,000 cfm capacity. This would include
an estimated 80" .of the operating and near
te rm l'NR 's .

'
E-11
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Schedule

NRR will issue requirements by 3/80. Operating
PWR's must identify improvements by 8/1/80 and
implement by 7/1/81. OL applicants must submit
plans for implementation before full-power
operation.

PRIORI ~IY EVALUATION

NRC implementation schedule is unrealistic for -

plants which must backfit systems. Most backfit
systems would not be operational until the first
half of 1982.
:: .

The likelihood of success is high for minor release
scenarios but only moderate for. degraded core con-
ditions since noble gases are not impacted and the
charcoal may be degraded even with regular sur-
veillance testing. New potential hazards are always
a possibility in modifying existing ventilation -

systems, particularly imbalancing of plant HVAC
and causing inadequate control of airborne radio-
active materials in some plant. areas.

The overall incremental risk reduction due to this
action item is judg6d to be low due to the above
and previous actions to avoid degraded core cool-
ing, isolate containment, provide better plant
monitoring, reduce leakage, etc. At TMI the iodine
releases were low even though there was substa'itial
iodine in solution and the installed effluent
adsorbers were degraded. Iodine tended to remain
in solution and plate out on surfaces.

This item is judged to be Priority III.

,

9
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'III. D.2.4 Offsite Dose Measurements

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Description

The NRC plans to evaluate the feasibility, desirability and
necessity for environmental monitors capable of measuring
real-time rates of exposures to noble gases and radio-
iodi'dns for transmission to control room. If feasible the
NBC'will also prepare model technical specifications. In

addition, the NRC (RES) will study the feasibility of trans-
mitting offsite dose and dose rate information directly to
NRC operations center. Finally, the NRC plans to place 50
TLDs around each site and submit reuorts to NRC, State and ;

'

Federal organizations on a quarterly bsis or at appropriate
intervals in the event of an accident.

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion
'Discussion with NRC representatives indicated that transmission

of real time data could be to the~ Technical Suncort Center
or the Control Room or both. It was unresolve'd'as to
whether licensees or NRC will provide quarterly reports
from TLD data.

,

Alternative Scope Statement

The AIF review group assumed that:
,

1. Licensees will provide quarterly reports to NRC,
State and Federal organizations.

'ost of potential data-link to NRC would be borne byC2.
the utilities and NRC would pay for data link terminal.

3. Twenty real time dose monitors would be located off
the plant site.

PRIORITY EVALUATION

This item would require TLDs around each plant and potentially
require real time dose monitors, if they were found feasibile.

Although additional offsite dose information may be helpful in |

future public evacuation decisions (and, therefore, impacts several ;

accident sequences), the real time monitors appear to be of
questionabic added significance considering the presence of up- i

graded emergency mobile neasurement capability, upgraded effluent
monitors, extensive TLD use, and on-site dose monitors.

|
!
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No significant new ha::ards are associated with this action item.

- Since the incremental value of the real time monitors is be-
lieved te be small, and the feasibility is yet to be determined
by NRC studies, the overall risk reduction must be. viewed as
low and this item judged to be priority' III. /

,
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III.D.3.5 Radiation Worker Exposure Data Base

SCOPE STATEMENT ,

|
NRC Description

NRC will expand the requirements for nuclear facility |
radiation worker records to permit later epidemiologic ,

studies of worker health. Licensees must develop i

procedures to collect and transmit the required data to !

NRC. Data includes external and internal doses, |
medical radiation exposures, health data and exposure
to non-radioactive carcinogens.

:

Alternative Scope Statement

It was assumed that licensees would implement a
computerized data system.

.

Schedule

Legislative action and revision of 10CFR20 to require'
licensees to collect data is scheduled for completion
October, 1982. Implementation by OL's is set for March
31, 1983, and other applican,ts prior to OL issuance.

PRIORITY SUMMARY

This action has no impact on accident sequences since it
merely involves personnel data. Therefore, the likelihood of
successful impact is zero. The likelihood of successful
im? ementation is judged as only moderate since some data isl

substantially subjective (e.g., worker health) or impossible
to obtain completely (e.g., exposure to non-radioactive
carcinogens).

This action appears to introduce no new hazards.

It was estimated that implementation could be complete in 6
to 12 months after requirement issuance. This would include
programming and procedures (1 man-year) and procurement of a
minicomputer or additional capacity for an existing computer
($25K). Continuing support for this action is estimated to be
0.5 man-year / year for clerical work. The overall reduction in
risk is zero since there is no accident impact.

This item was judged to be priority III and it is recommended
that all data other than in-plant worker exposure data be
dropped from further consideration in this item, since
licensees have no control over such non-occupational data and

I no legal right to obtain much'of it.
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III.D.3.2 Health Physics Improvenents i

,

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Descriution

This item will require future rule changes and regulatory
guide issuances. The intent of these changes is to require
licensees to have dosimetry processing done by a nationally
certified processor (10CFR20 proposed change), use audible alarm
dosimeters (proposed regulatory guide), and only use NRC approved
radiaiton survey instruments (a standard to be developed via
NRC/ ANSI efforts).

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion :

The requirement to have dosimetry processing conducted by a
nationally certified processor is not intended to preclude a
utility from obtaining such certification itself.

PRIORITY EVALUATION :

; This task is unrelated to reduction of p2blic risk; however, im-
plementation of these recommendations may aid a utility somewhat
in administering its health physics program. The major benefit to i

be derivedmay be an increased probability of not violating technical
l specifications on worker exposure.

Because the health physics (HP) program itself (i.e., the quality
of the program and the dedication of the HP staff) will tend

,

to overshadow the incremental improvements to be derived from i

this task, likelihood of success in reducing tech spec violations
is viewed as only moderate.

There is a slight potential' for hazard introduction via the use
'

of audible alarm dosimeters, although it is difficult to gauge
the net effect. It may be human nature for workers to begin to !

depend on hearing the dosimeter alarm before realizing that they !

may be exceeding their allowable dose. Under such circumstances, ;

individual allowable dose may be exceeded. It is expected that ;

such would be the exception, not the rule, so that net effect of
audible alarms should be positive.

IOverall reduction in risk to the public is zero and is expected to
be minimal to the workers because the risk to workers is more a .

function of the overall HP program which would only be slightly i

affected by the.prouosed action.

I !

|
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III.D.2.3 Liquid Pathway Radiological Control '

SCOPE STATEMENT

- NRC Description

This item concerns methods and provisions to assess,
control, mitigate, and monitor accidental radioactivity
releases via the liquid pathway. NRR will develop
procedures and site comparisons and categorize plants ;
based on the " Liquid Pathway Generic Study"
(NUREG-0440) population doses. All licensees and
applicants must provide supporting information (12/80) j
and identify specific state-of-the-art procedures and :
equipment, timing of installation, and interfaces with

,

'

other existing monitoring programs. Category I >

(unfavorable relative to LPGS) sites require prompt '

interdiction and mitigation programs. Category II ;

(favorable) sites may implement programs on an expanded ;

schedule. Pre-release monitoring equipment must be in
,

place at operating reactors by December, 1980.

Clarification Based on NRC Discussion
,

!
Discussions with the NRC representatives indicate that:

|
1. Category I sites have fast liquid transport

pathways, e.g., on the order of hours rather than . |

days. Relatively few sites will be Category I.
|

2. The only distinction between Category I and II in
Draft 2 is the schedule for implementation.
However, only Category I plants would have to
implement non-procedural modifications such as
monitoring wells.

3. Primary concern is class 9 accidents, e.g.,
containment melt-through as opposed to design basis
accidents such as liquid radwaste system failures.

|

4. " Pre-release" monitoring is not defined and NRC
representatives could not provide clarification
despite the fact that implementation is scheduled
for 12/80. !

l '

|

Alternative Scope Statement
i

i
Based on the above the following assumptions were made i
to complete the scope:

|

|

|
i
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1. The only additional hardware required is monitoring
,

wells, and then only for Category I sites. Grab
| samples using existing equipment for analyses are
' sufficient.

[ 2. Pre-release monitoring equipment is already
provided via existing plant sampling and monitoring'

systems.

3. Engineered interdictive measures (as opposed to
simple notification of potential users on the
liquid pathway), will not be mandated due to
prohibitively high cost and low probability of
success.

PRIORITY SUmfARY -

Likelihood of success is increased to 50-75% for sites with a
pre-planned liquid pathway control program involving
monitoring procedures and notification of potential users.
Likelihood of success for engineered interdictive measures is
very low and the cost would be prohibitive. The overall risk
reduction is low due to preventive measures already
implemented to avoid degraded cores, provide better plant
monitoring, reduce leakage, etc. In addition, the
hypothetical containment melt through sequences evolve slowly
relative to a liquid pathway threat at most sites, and the
affected potential user population would likely have already
evacuated. Therefore, this -item is judged to be Priority III.

i
.
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III.D.2.5 Offsite Dose Calculational Manual

SCOPE STATEMENT

NRC Defined Scope
'

NRC will proceed to develop a manual to provide a
standtrd manual calculational method for estimating
individual and population doses during an accident.
Plant manuals / procedures to be revised accordingly.

Additional Information from Discussions with NRC
.The calculational methodology is expected to be
realistic based more on R.G. 1.109 methodology than
R.G. 1.3/1.4 methods / assumptions.

Schedule
'

i

NRR Complete Draft Manual -- 12/80
NRR Complete Final Manual -- 3/81
Licensee Revise Procedures

6/81-Operating Plants --

Prior to Startup -

-NTOL --

Industry Assumptions
J

None
.

PRIORITY SIDDIARY STATEMENT

Although there is!no major objection to standardi:ation of
calculational methods, the incremental benefit of such actions
is not substantial, i.e., methods currently exist to do this
function.

Because no real benefit is perceived, likelihood of success
affecting (reducing) the consequences of accident sequences
1-4 is low or non-existent. No hazards are expected to be
introduced by adopting this methodology. .

Implementation schedule appears reasonabic.

There is no doubt that good data fed into a quick response
calculational methodology has the potential to reduce risk
by accurately portraying / projecting realistic population dose.
Because a standardized calculational tool is not necessary to
accomplish the preceding, no reduction-in risk is anticipated.
Accordingly, this task is graded a III.

o-
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III.D.2.1 Radiological Monitoring of Effluents
t

3 COPE STATEMENT

'

NRC Description and Schedule

NRC will issue backfit requirements for PWR steam dump
radiation monitors by August, 1980. These monitors will
monitor and sample noble gases and radiciodines released
to the atmosphere during a PWR steam dump.

NRC will evaluate the feasibilty and perform value impact
analyses of accident effluent radiation monitors that go
beyond current revisions of Regulatory Guide 1.97 and
NUREG-0578, 2.1.8.b. These studies would involve systems
beyond the current state-of-the-art. Factors to be included
in the NRC evaluation are: (a) establishment of a ;

' requirement for a background-compensating monitoring-

system, (b) establishment of a requirement for direct
|

quantification of individual radioisotopes in the effluent
.

stream, (cl the effectiveness of various radiciodine
adsorbers in sampling systems, (d) establishing a
requirement for locating monitors in an area which will

I have a low background area during accident conditions, (e),

,

establishment of a requirement for certain monitors to
meet engineered safety feature (ESP) criteria, (f) quality
assurance and control requirements and (g) real time
radioiodine monitors. NRC will is:iue revised Regulatory i

Guides for comment and com71ete the study of real time
radiodine monitors by March, 1981. No dates have been i

projected for formal NRC issuance of Regulatory Guides or ;

requirements.

iLicensees will implement new systems by December, 1981 or
as soon as practical if upgraded systems are not available

|
from vendors for implementation by December, 1981.

!

Alternative Scope Statement
|

The evaluation team made the following scoping assumptions:

1. PNR's will be required to provide a monitor for noble.

gas and iodine releases to the atmosphere during a
steam dump. Monitoring at four dump valves upstream,

'

of the stream line isolation valves will be required. ;

2. Real time isotopic analysis of effluents will be
required at four locations. This will involve |

on-line computerized spectral analysis with :

background compensation using equipment qualified for ;

the accident environment. :

E-20
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PRIORITY EVALUATION .

!

I

The evaluation team discussed this action with NRC
representatives but were unable to obtain any further ;

definition of scope. It was confirmed that this action is ,

generally beyond the current state-of-the-art and will require i

extensive development programs. The NRC representatives 1

acknowledged that the schedule for implementation is very ;

unrealistic.
-

This action could impact core melt / damage sequences by
'

,

providing information to estimate public doses and aid in i

decisions to activate evacuation plans.

The likelihood of success is estimated at only 50% since ,

studies of the added degree of protection provided by this
action have not been performed. Furthermore, they cannot be
performed until the feasibility of advancing the |
state-of-the-art is determined. ,

t

The introduction of new hazards is moderate, based on the fact
that "new technology" monitors could be less reliable and :

could cause false alarm and evacuation as well as require !

!extensive plant worker time in radiation areas for operation
iand maintenance.

The overall reduction in risk was judged to be small in view ,

of the likelihood of success, possible new hazards and the !

fact that extensive upgrade of sampling and monitoring is ,

already underway via Regulatory Guide 1.97 and NUREG-0578 t

(2.1.8). t

!

This action involves new state-of-the-art equipment. It is i

estimated that 2-3 years will be required for development,
design and qualification by vendors. Licensee specification, |

procurement, and plant application design would require 12-18 i

months. Plant installation would take 6-12 months. Overall,
the schedule is 3-1/2 to 5-1/2 years.

Costs are estimated to be:

1. Effluent monitors at 4 locations: )

i

$1M ,Hardware --

Plant Application Engineering -- 1 man-year |
$500KInstallation --

Operations / Maintenance -- 0.5 man-year / year

2. PWR steam dump monitors: !

$200KHardware --

Plant Application Engineering -- 0.5 man-year ,

$100K |
Installation --

Operations / Maintenance -- 0.25 man-year / year

Because of the high cost, low benefit and lack of definitive |
scope, this item was judged to be Prioroity III. !'
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Appendix B

DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY FOR PRIORITY EVALUATION 1

I. INTRODUCTION

A multi-attribute value-impact assessment methodology has been
developed for assigning overall priorities to competing regulatory
actions. The method is based upon the state-of knowledge concept in
which all available information, both qualitative and quantitative,
is brought to bear on the decision process. It is a cost-benefit
methodology that seeks to evaluate the costs and the changes in risk
to workers and the general public as a result of specific regulatory
actions.

The first step is to assess the tne and importance of accident
sequences that could be impacted by a proposed action. Next, the
likelihood that the ?roposed action succeeds in achieving the desired
end is evaluated. T,len the proposed action is examined carefully to ,

determine if unanticipated hazards may result from its
implementation. Finally the cost and time to implement the action
are considered. The methodology can accommodate both data
accumulated from experience and the judgment of competent engineers.

In this process each propose.d action cannot be considered alone but
rust be evaluated as an integral part of all existing
instrumentation, procedures, people, and requirements. Thus the i

advisibility of these actions is contingent or conditional upon the i

completion of other actions in the plan.

II. GENERAL APPROACH

First, system (equipment) failure event trees are considered for
accident and transient sequences leading to core melt, as in
WASH-1400. Then an expanded set of event trees is envisioned that
branch to restricted core damage as well as core melt but that
include the possibility of oaerator intervention. This expanded set .
of event trees provides the 3 asis for the following health and safety:
risk-oriented ranking scheme for proposed actions:

1" Demonstration of Prioritization Methodology", Pickard, Lowe and
Garrick, Inc. for the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center; Attachment to
letter from E. L. Zebroski, NSAC, to Byron Lee, Jr., AIF Policy
Committee on TMI Follow up, dated February 5, 1980.
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TABLE I
IMPACT * OF PROPOSED ACTION

1. Impacts dominant core melt / damage sequences or many less likely
sequences. t

2. Impacts many core damage sequences.

3. Impacts a few core melt / damage sequences.

4. Impacts a few core damage sequences.
~'

5. Impacts minor release sequences.
,

6. Impacts plant availability, but not release sequences.
' '7. Impacts equipment availability.

8. Impacts Technical Specification Violations (no dollar cost or
release sequence impact).

9. No Impact

DImpact => changes probabilities of events along sequences.

These categories include both risks to health and safety and risk of
dollar losses. The first fouir categories are most serious in both
respects because in addition to posing a radiological threat, core
damage brings longer outages than any other equipment failure and can

'

,

affect operation of plants not involved for political reasons.
Because these expanded event trees have not 3een developed formally ;

for any plant and because there exist substantial differences among
all operating plants, assigning proposed actions to the impact
categories of Table 1 requires careful use of engineering judgment.
An evaluation must be made of how many and which kinds of sequences

,

are affected in plants of different design. The priority evaluation
process can be performed generically or for any individual plant; in
the latter case it is likely that some change will occur in the

,

results due to the specific situation and features of the plant
'

studied.
,

The next step is to evaluate the likelihood that the proposed action
would succeed in mitigating those sequences to which it applies.
Here several questions arise which again require substantial
engineering judgment. First, if the proposed action were carried out
perfectly, what is the probability it would succeed in mitigating the
affected sequences? Second, how likely is perfect implementation?
For design changes, a reliability analysis of the proposed design is
required. For operator. aids an evaluation must be made on how likely
improved operator response is, given successful performance of the
new aid. Recognizing that uncertainty surrounds this evaluation the
evaluator is encouraged to express his uncertainty clearly. For
example, if he views ,the likelihood of success of

a
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a particular action as probably very high but with some change of
moderate likelihood of success and a small chance of low likelihood
of success, a histogram like this
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conveys additional information on his true state-of-knowledge beyond
that provided by a single point estimate.

.

The third step is an evaluation of any hazard introduced by the
proposed action. Here the evaluator must look for direct physical
interactions with other systems, the possibility of misinterpretatie
of new indications, effects on the operator's ability to control
people and equipment, and effects on the operator's morale and
performance. Agai- an evaluation should be made of the likelihood @
each hazard using analysis and judgment.-

.

Table 2 presents a ranked list that characterizes hazard categories
considered in the evaulations contained in Appendix A.

TABLE 2
Potential Hazards Introduced By Proposed Action

1. Clear and present danger to public.

2. Clear and present danger to plant personnel.

3. May increase chance of major accident.*

4. May increase chance of minor accident.*

5. May decrease plant availability.

6. None

*Directly or by confusing the operator
|

The final factor affecting risk is the time required (or allowed) t
implement the proposed action. Actions rushed too soon to the fiel'
have reduced likelihood of success and can introduce unexpected
hazards. Actions requiring many years to implement suffer from a
discounting effect analogous to economic present-worth discounting:,
people are exposed to existing risks for the interim time period

* |
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and the benefits are long delayed. The time required for proper
implementation is then estimated to aid in the ranking process.
Again, the histogram approach helps display the full range of
uncertainty. As an example, the time to implement an action :

, effectively might lie between six months and 18 months, as shown:
|
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Now, the reduction in overall risk is expressed. This is a
'

quantitative or descriptive synthesis of the four basic inputs:
sequence impact, likelihood of success, hazard introduced, and time
to implement.

,

In the estimates of dollar cost per plant to implement a proposed
I action, all pertinent factors, such as required shutdown and
'

development costs are considered. These estimates, too, can be shown
as histograms. The sources of uncertainty (evaluated by engineerng
judgment) include uncertainty in the exact nature of some actions,'

date for implementation, number of devices required, etc. The
following is a description of the state-of-knowledge concerning
costs. It conveys more of the availabic information than a single
estima'te of $350K could. >

n
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Ranking the proposed actions requires a scheme for mixing the
reduction in overall risk with the cost of implementation. Such a
scheme naturally depends on the personal value structure of the
person doing the ranking and is always subject to attack by those
holding different values. Therefore, it is prefered that an
algorithm for distinguishing among close competitors not be
developed: it is bound to be highly personal and can even change for
an individual on a day-to-day basis. In contrast, the effects on
risk and cost should be evaluated so as to rank the proposed actions
in a less formal manner. Some will clearly be better than others

o
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for all evalutors once it is agreed on the risk and cost
attributes. For those cases where the ranking is not !
clear, we ? refer not to distinguish among the actions.
That is, taese are considered to be equally desirable ,

(or undesirable) and it is urged that those involved
with implementing the items to distinguish among them ;

solely on the basis of convenience.

!This method of evaluating the component factors and
combingin them to arrive at a relative priority is of
value to a single evaluator. However a greater payoff, 1

'

in terms of understanding the factors that bear on the
decision and arriving in an optimum decision, can be C

obtained using multiple inputs from several individuals
knowledgable on the items in question. First, each
participant individually expresses his prior views on
the component factors (accident sequences impacted,
likelihood of success, hazards introduced, cost, and
time to implement). The participants should then
convene to discuss their individual inputs, identify ,

points of difference, and work toward resolving them.
Where warranted, effort can be directed at obtaining
additional information in areas of major disagreement.
Finally a consensus set of input is arrived at for each
item. A major strength in the use of this.

multiple-input, iterative process is that it clearly and
efficiently identifies points of agreement and
disagreement, and focuses energies on resolving these .

differences.
.

III. APPLICATION -

'

The basic methodology for laying out the separable
values and impacts was used by all the evaluation teams
involved in the working group activity.

Depending on the specific actions considered and the
personal characteristics of each subgroup and the item
in question the analyses varied over a range from
primarily quantitative to quite descriptive. Some

'

groups combined several component factors (e.g., >

accident sequence importance and likelihood of success)
while some separated them even further. The exact steps
through the process are not as important as the<

structured t.1 inking backing up those steps.

1
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF
COST 6 SCHEDULE ESTIMATIUR METHODOLOGY

The following p.arameters, assumptions and logic apply to the
development of cost and schedule estimates:

A. All costs were developed in terms of current (February, 1980)
dollars.

B. The scope descriptions were compiled by each of the five work
groups and were utilized as a starting point for assessing the
cost and schedule impact of each line item. Where possible '

and appropriate, more refined and detailed re'quirements were
established, such as quantities of materials, equipment and
installation labor. A substantial effort was made to define :

'and document the scope (assumed, if necessary) to the extent
required to produce cost and schedule estimates. Time and
information constraints were limiting factors in many cases.

:

C. Each line item was assessed utilizing the most appropriate |
" common denominator", examples of which are: |

1. Cost per plant site (single or multiple units);
2. Cost per operating unit; j

:

3. Cost per unit under construction;

4. Cost per BWR;
'

.

1

5. Cost per PWR;

6. Cost per industry or owner group study.

D. Exhibit A shows the generating unit figures which were used
for development of Total Industry costs. The source for this
data, in large part, was the February 1980 issue of " Nuclear
News". It was assumed that, on the average, there are two +
generating units on each plant site. The 63 units which are
less than 25% complete were not explicitly considered in this
study. However, it is estimated that inclusion of these 63
units would result in an increase in the ca3 ital cost estimate
of $ 1 billion. This figure assumes that the implementation
cost per unit for these 63 units would be 75% of the unit cost <

of those which are now operational or more than 25% complete.

E. It was assumed that each line' item would be started and
completed as if it was the only activity under consideration.
That is, schedules and costs were developed assuming virtually
unlimited resources and the absence of competition for those
resources among line items.

F. It was assumed unless otherwise noted, that all work on
operating plants could.be performed during planned outages;
and that no extension or supplementation of those outages
wouldbereduired.

.. . - -
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G. Near Term Operating License (NTOL) Units
Since a large number of the line items are not required to be
implemented on NTOL's prior to receiving an operating license,
it was necessary to consider NTOL's as both " Units Under
Construction" and " Operating Units" depending on the particular i

line item being considered. NTOL's were treated as operating !

units (i.e., implementation of action items not required prior
to issuance of an operating license) except for the following
ten line items: I.C.5, I.B.1.2, I.B.1.1, II.K.3, III.D.3.4,
I.C.7, I.C.8, I.G, I.B.1.2, II.B.4. For these items, it was
assumed that operating license issuance would be restrained by
implementation of the items.

H. For the 47 units under construction (see Exhibit A), it was
assumed that 23 of these would implement each line item on the

' same schedule as operating units; while the remaining 24 would
not implement until after 1982. The logic behind the treatment
of these 24 units was that the relatively incomplete status of
engineering would not permit earlier implementation. j

I. The following guidelines were used for the cost evaluation of |
each item:

i
-

,

o One man-year of engineering time costs $100,000, which
includes all indirect costs such as office overhead. It
was assumed that persons of relatively high skills and
experience levels would be required for implementation of
the items. '

o One man-year of utility operator / technician / supervisory
time costs #50,000 including indirects.

o One man-hour of craft labor is worth $30, including
indirect costs such as field non-manual, construction tools
and equipment, and temporary facilities. '

J. Exhibit B is the form which was used by each work group to
report cost and schedule data on a consiste.nt basis for each

,

line item.
|

| K. The term " Direct Capital Costs" as used on the cost summaries
| encompasses all expenditures (1) required to implement the line

item and (2) which will be capitalized and depreciated as|

assets. It excludes operating and maintenance expenditures,
and " Allowance for Funds Used During Construction" and

.

'

" Owner's" costs.

L. Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC)
l AFUDC was calculated on capital costs at the rate of 11%/ annum

for each applicable line item. AFUDC was applied over the
period of " Start Engineering" to " Complete Construction". It
was assumed that the " center-of gravity" of the capital costs
was halfway between start and finish of the line item. The
following tahle depicts the assumptions which were made to
develop the (1% figure:
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Weighted
Percent of Cost of Cost of

Money (2)Source of Funds Capitalization Money
(1) x(1) (Z)

(3)

Long-Term Debt 50.0% 9.0% 4.500%

Preferred Stock 15.0 9.5 1.425

Common Equity 35.0 14.0 4.900

Jotal 100.0% 10.825% 4

AFUDC was calculated on the sum of " Direct Capital Costs" and
" Owner's" costs.

-M. Owner's Costs
Owner's costs were calculated at the rate of 5% of total
capital costs (excluding AFUDC). The assumptions used for the
determination of the 5% figure are shown in the following table:

Percentage
ContributionItem

0.2%1. Training of Personnel ,

2. Environmental studies, personnel health
0.3protection and public relations

3. Corporate headquarters costs - cost of 1.5personnel and services at headquarters office

4. Insurance - loss or damage to property during
0.2construction
1.85. Start-up Costs

6. Miscellaneous' costs, other than those
1.0mentioned above
5.0%

TOTAL

Owner's operation and maintenance costs were calculated
separately for each line item and'are not included above.

N. Construction Schedule Delay Costs
Consideration was given to the cost effects of delays in the
issuance of operating licenses; those delays arising from the
NRC requirement to implement the action items prior to issuance
of operating licenses for' plants under construction. The

following logic was employed for determination of such costs:
o
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1. The five work groups estimated the time required to
implement each line item from " Start Engineering" to >

" Complete Cons truction". If this time was less than
one year, no schedule delay cost was calculated, since
it was assumed that some method would be developed for i

4

accomplishing the work without impacting the operating
license issue date (a conservative approach). If the
implementation schedule was more than one year, then
the remaining s teps were completed.

2. Exhibit C was compiled using data obtained from an NRC
document entitled, " Methodology for Estimating Fuel Load
Dates for Reactors Under Construction". Exhibit C shows
the relationship between " percent. complete" and " months
to fuel load".

,

3. Using the February 1980 issue of " Nuclear News", it was
determined which units (based on their indicated percent
complete, converted to months using Exhibit C) could not
complete implementation of the action item prior to the
scheduled construction completion date; that is, plants
for which commercial operation would be delayed because
of the action item. ,

4. The indu'stry-wide impact of the schedule delay associated
-

with applicable action items was then calculated in accor- ',
dance with the following formula:

X={E-I (Months to complete) + n} x $700,000 x n x 30 days / month
Where:

.

X = Cost impact of the Action item for the entire indus try
|

| E = Estimated time to implement the Action Item (in months)

n = Number of plants as determined in Step (3)

Months to Complete = Scheduled months to-go for each affected
,

!

,
plant as determined 'in Step (3).

.

$700,000 = Estimated cost per day for a delay in commercial |

operation (see Step -(5) for further details)
i

5. The $700,000 per day cost is made up of two components :
$400,000 for replacement power costs and $300,000 for
AFUDC.

The $400,000 component was developed as_ follows :

a) Generation charge 'for incremental energy using nuclear
fuel: 8,760 hrs /yr x .75 CF x 10,350 Btu /khw.x
$1.30/Millio,n Btu = $88.40/yr/kw-

#

_ _ _ _ . _ .
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b) Generation charge for incremental energy using fossil
fuel: 8,760 hrs /yr x .75 CF x 9,500 Btu /kwh x
$ 3.13/Million Btu = $195.40/yr/kw

i

c) Generation charge for' replacement energy:
195.40-88.40 = $107/yr/kw

.d) The fixed charge component of replacement power was
estimated to be $110/yr/kw; and it was further assumed
that this charge would be in effect approximately 40%
of the time during which replacement energy was being
purchased.

e) Therefore, the cost for a one-day delay in the commer-
cial operation date for a 1000 MW unit would be:-

{($107/yr/kw + 40% x $110/yr/kw) x 1,000,000 kw unit} +

365 days /yr = $414,000 (s ay $400,000) .

The $300,000 cost represents the additional AFUDC accumu-
lated each day on a unit in which one billion dollars have
been invested (at completion of construction) . It was
calculated as follows : |
$1,000,000,000/ unit x 11%/yr + 365 days /yr = $330,000 (s ay
$300,000).

.

O. Outage Costs .

For each line item for which the requirement for an " extended"
or "special" outage was foreseen (in order to implement the
line item on an operating plant), the cost of replacing this ;

" lost" power during the outage was calculated. A cost of
$300,000 per day per plant was used. It was developed in j

the following manner:

1. The average capacity of 70 operating plants (excluding
Shippingport-1 and TMI-2) was calculated to be 730 MW.

2. The $400,000 per day figure developed in Section N was
based on a 1,000 MW average plant under construction.
The $400,000 cost. was adjusted in the following way to

, account for the relatively smaller capacity of operating
units:

730 MW .

1,000 MW x $400,000 = $292,000 (say $ 300,000) per day per unit

P. Evaluation of Differential Implementation Costs

In certain instances, the nature of the line items required that
special consideration be given to the following factors:

1. "Old" ve rs ud "new" units (cid units being generally de fined
as those in commercial operation prior to 1970, new being
all others);
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2. " Operating" units versus " units under construction";

3. PWR's versus BWR's.

In those cases where it was determined that there would be a
substantial difference in implementation costs for thei i

situations listed above, such differential costs were
calculated and the rationale for the differences noted. i

Q. For purposes of this study, income tax considerations have been
ignored as they relate to utility financial matters.

R. IE.the costs for a particular Priority Group / Category were
zero or negligible, that Group / Category was excluded from
the cost tabulations (Attachment 3).

i

i

:
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Exhibit A

Number of Nuclear Generating Units in the United States

Tota 1 PWR BWR
,

Operating 70 44 26

Under Construction (25%-99% complete) 47 31 16

NT0L 6 6 0
.

Subtotal 123 81 42
:

;

Under Construction w/ Construction
'

Permit (0-25% complete) 36

Number'of Units w/o Construction Permit 27

Subtotal 63

Grand Total 186

.

o

.I

I
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Exnibi* 3

Cost & Senecule Evaluation Fon,
for

"T:41 Action Plan Priorities & Resources *

I. Item flunter:

II. Title:

III. This is a Category I. II. III item.

IV. Is teere a significant difference in implementation costs between *old"
and "new" plants? If yes, which is this sheet for: old or new

V. Is there significant difference in implev.entaticn costs between an
"ocerating or ;4TCL" plant and a plant "uncer r.onstructien*? If yes,
whicn is this sheet for: operating or uncer construction

VI. Attach ecolete Sccce Cescriotion including significant i:RC coerents
received and bases for esc 1 mates /sc' edules.h*-

VII. Iglenentation Schedule:
-

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( - - .

|| I | Procuent |
A Installatten/ _

,eng'ccerolish
_

"_ Finali:e .
"

r. . w ri te " of equipment. Construction" requi reeents

(tiRC guidance) procedures, pro- materi als
vide staff

s

VIII. Capital Costs and Man-Years:
Total

Enc * r. Ms9-Years Caoit11 Excendit :res

1980

1981

1982

Beyond 1982

Grand Total

IX. Recurring Annual Operation and Maintenance:

e 5 per year

* Beginning in 19
|

)
* Operations staff man-years per year

|

X. Is an extended refueling (planned) outage (i.e., in excess of two months)
required to implerent? YES or ti0
If yes. how many days in addition to the two mcnths will be required?

Is it felt that a "soecial" unplanned outage will be required; or that the
worx cannot to perfor ed in parsliel with planned outage activities?
If yes. stata durations in days: ,

XI. Indicate below any significant c:nsicerations which could materially affect the
above costs. State what that possibility (possibilities) is (are) and indicate
potential cost inact.

0-

(U"I' r'.e On Pe'.ersa si:a i f ~ecessary :
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Exhibit C
!

! % Complete Months to Fuel Load
i

0 76

5 68

10 62

15 58

20 55

25 52
.

30 49

35 46

40 44

45 41

50 38

55 36

60 33.

65 29

70 27-

75 25

80 21-

85 18 -

90 13

95 10

100 0

o
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